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Abstract
Diffuse Gamma-ray Emission from Nearby Molecular Clouds as a Probe of




We analyze diffuse gamma-ray emission from nearby molecular clouds in order to probe
properties of the interstellar medium and the distribution of high energy cosmic rays. Diffuse
gamma-ray emission from interstellar clouds results largely from cosmic ray proton collisions
with ambient gas, regardless of the gas state, temperature, or dust properties of the cloud.
The interstellar medium is predominantly transparent to both cosmic rays and gamma-rays,
so GeV emission is a unique probe of the total gas column density. The gamma-ray flux per
column density, or emissivity, of a cloud with known column density is then a measure of
the impinging cosmic ray population and may be used to map the kiloparsec-scale cosmic
ray distribution in the Galaxy.
In this thesis, we test a number of commonly used column density tracers to evaluate
their effectiveness in modeling the GeV emission from the relatively quiescent, nearby ρ
Ophiuchi molecular cloud. We confirm that a single tracer of the interstellar medium does
not reproduce the total gas golumn densities probed by diffuse gamma-ray emission. Instead,
both H I and an appropriate H2 tracer, at minimum, are required model the gas column
density. We find that the optical depth at 353 GHz (τ353) from Planck reproduces the
gamma-ray data best overall based on the test statistic across the entire region of interest,
but near infrared stellar extinction also performs very well, with smaller spatial residuals in
the densest parts of the cloud.
v
Then, we analyze the gamma-ray emission, taken with the Fermi Large Area Telescope
between 250 MeV and 10 GeV, from 93 sites at high Galactic latitude with CO emission.
Observations of gamma-rays allow us to probe the density and spectrum of cosmic rays in
the solar neighborhood. The clouds studied lie within ∼270 pc from the Sun and are selected
from the Planck all-sky CO map. For these regions, we trace the interstellar medium with
three components: H I , CO, and dark gas, which is CO-faint-H2 . We detect gamma-ray
emission from the H2 phases in the majority of regions and many regions show significant,
extended gamma-ray emission from the molecular gas. The gamma-ray emission is domi-
nated by the CO-emitting gas in some clouds, but by the CO-faint gas in others. Neither
the gas emissivities nor the CO-to-H2 conversion factors show any evidence of systematic
variation. However, the CO-to-H2 factor shows significant intracloud variation. The large
uncertainties and variance in emissivity does not rule out any physically relevant models
of cosmic ray source distribution or propagation, but the intracloud CO-to-H2 variation is
similar to that predicted by molecular cloud models.
Finally, we comment on additional observations and analysis methods which may be
applied to the study of interstellar medium and cosmic ray physics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cosmic rays (CRs) are charged particles with total energies up to ≥ 1011 GeV with a non-
thermal spectrum. Most CRs are in the form of protons and atomic nuclei. Approximately
1% of the observed CRs are electrons or positrons. The number of observed CRs above a
few GeV follows a broken power law with a break around 2 × 106 GeV (Olive et al. 2014),
shown in Figure 1.1.
At the Earth, many of the low energy CRs come from the Sun in the Solar wind or are
launched in magnetic reconnection events during a Solar flare. CRs from outside the Solar
System, up to the power law break energy at around E = 2×106 GeV, are thought to be
accelerated in supernova remnants. This break can be seen in Figure 1.1 as the “knee” in
the spectrum of CRs. This idea was first proposed by Baade & Zwicky (1934) based upon
the energy of a supernova and others later proposed specific mechanisms for supernovae
to accelerate CRs up to required energies that matches observations. However, CRs with
E > 2×106 GeV are extragalactic in origin, possibly accelerated by active supermassive
black holes (Kim & Kim 2008).
CRs in galaxies play a role in regulating star formation and feedback in the interstellar
medium (ISM) (Grenier et al. 2015). Through interactions with atomic nuclei and magnetic
1
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Figure 1.1: Cosmic ray spectrum as measured from air shower experiments, multiplied by
E2.6. Figure from section 28 of Olive et al. (2014).
fields, CRs deposit a fraction of their kinetic energy into the ISM. In regions with especially
high CR density, this can physically move the ISM through winds. CRs can excite waves
in the galaxy’s magnetic field, which can create turbulence in the ISM. Other interactions
with the ISM heats up gas, maintaining a temperature of approximately 10 K even in the
densest of environments. Turbulence and heating provide additional pressure against the
collapse of gas, thus hindering star formation. However, CRs also help ionize gas in the ISM.
This drives a significant amount of chemistry in very cold environments. Finally, CR proton
collisions with atomic nuclei in the ISM result in gamma-rays which reveals the total gas
content and distribution of the ISM.
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1.1 CRs and Star Formation
CRs are created when high mass stars end their lives as supernovae. High mass stars are hot
and live only for a brief period. On a cosmic time scale, they die immediately. Therefore, any
region hosting a high mass star is actively forming stars. The supernovae create shock waves
that sweep through the ISM. Some of the kinetic energy of the shock waves is converted into
accelerating CRs. The CRs then escape and stream away from the supernova.
This relationship between star formation and the CRs gives rise to the radio/far-infrared
correlation. The far-infrared emission arises from dust heated by newly formed, hot stars.
The radio emission comes from CR electrons interacting with the ambient magnetic field.
This correlation can be seen in radio and far-infrared images of galaxies, e.g. Figure 1.2 which
shows the radio and far-infrared images of two galaxies. The radio images show the same
shape and structures as the far-infrared images, albiet smoothed somewhat. This smoothing
reflects the fact that CR electrons have diffused away from their sources (Murphy et al.
2008).
Figure 1.2: Far-infrared images (left) and radio images (bottom) of galaxies NGC 5194 (top)
and NGC 6946 (bottom). Adapted from Figure 1 of Murphy et al. (2008).
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Thus, CRs contain information about the number and distribution of star forming regions.
1.2 CRs in the Milky Way Galaxy
Within our Galaxy, the distribution of star forming regions, and therefore the distribution
of CR sources, is not well known. The galaxies imaged in Figure 1.2 can be seen from
the outside, so the distribution of stars and gas may be well mapped throughout the entire
galaxy. Many supernovae remnants and high mass stars in our galaxy are not easily observed
due to high amounts of dust absorption when observing through the plane of the Galaxy.
Additionally, the density of CRs through the Galaxy is not well determined, especially
close to the Solar System. Only one direct measurement has been made outside our Solar
System with the Voyager spacecraft (Lallement et al. 2014) and very few measurements have
been made in the region between the Solar System and the majority of the Galaxy. The
CR density has been estimated only on very large, kiloparsec scales through the Galaxy
(e.g., Strong et al. 2004) and near individual supernova remnants. Astronomers, therefore,
are ignorant of an important component of the environment in which the Solar System is
located.
On the other hand, the CR interactions with the ISM result in gamma-ray emission
(Dermer 1986). Due to the proximity of the gas in the Solar neighborhood, astronomers
can detect and resolve the gamma-ray emission from nearby molecular clouds using the
Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Torres et al. 2005). The gamma-ray flux per proton, or
gamma-ray emissivity, is proportional to the CR density. If two regions with the same gas
density exhibit different gamma-ray fluxes, then the clouds must experience different CR
densities. Gamma-ray emission therefore provides an unbiased, remote measurement of the
CR density. Individual molecular clouds act as targets for CRs and appear as regions of
enhanced gamma-ray emission due to the high gas density inside the cloud compared to the
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ambient ISM. The density of the cloud, which can be measured with different tracers, along
with the gamma-ray flux informs us of the CR density at the location of the cloud.
1.3 Thesis Outline
In this thesis, we will analyze gamma-ray data from the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope
of nearby molecular clouds to (1) calibrate ISM tracers in order to determine how best to
trace the ISM and (2) measure the CR density in the Solar neighborhood.
In Chapter 2, we examine the claims and recent work touched on in this chapter. We
discuss the acceleration and the sources of CRs and the interactions which lead to gamma-
ray emission. Then we present the results on ISM chemistry and CR density measurements
made with gamma-ray observations. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the specifics of processing
and analyzing data from the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. We take the reader
from downloading the data from the NASA website through discussions of the livetime, the
convolution of the instrument response, and the likelihood analysis of a gamma-ray model.
Then we discuss the specific components in the standard model for the diffuse gamma-ray
emission from the ISM.
Chapter 5 compares four ISM tracers to gamma-ray data, which is used to cross-calibrate
the ISM tracers. We evaluate which tracer best reproduces the gamma-ray emission and
identify some areas in which each tracer is deficient. With the best ISM tracer, we identfy a
sample of 93 nearby molecular clouds in Chapter 6 isolated from the first all-sky, unbiased
survey of CO emission from the Planck satellite. Finally, the results of the gamma-ray
analysis are presented in Chapters 7 and 8.
Chapter 2
The Physics of CRs and Gamma-rays
Gamma-rays are the highest energy form of light and thus result from the most energetic
events in the Universe, from nuclear reactions to supernovae. Observing gamma-radiation
from astrophysical sources can inform our understanding of black hole formation, jet dy-
namics, supernova evolution, and pulsar physics. Gamma-ray production can indicate the
location where charged particles may be accelerated to speeds incredibly close to the speed
of light – energies upwards of 1020 eV. Due to the particle collision origin of a significant
fraction of gamma-rays, observations can probe the mechanics of supernovae explosions and
the nature of the ISM.
The launch of the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope in 2008 provided unprecedented
resolution and sensitivity to gamma-rays between 30 MeV and 300 GeV with the main
instrument, the Large Area Telescope (LAT). The LAT has a wide field of view, covering
around 140◦. The satellite orbits one every 1.5 hours and can completely survey the entire
sky every three hours with roughly uniform coverage (Atwood et al. 2009). This allows for
an unbiased study of gamma-ray sources across the entire sky over a long period of time.
Most of the observed gamma-rays come from CR collisions with nuclei of the ISM. Thus
the dominant gamma-ray feature in the sky is the unresolved plane of our Galaxy. This
6
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diffuse gamma-ray emission can give us valuable information about the distribution of CRs,
as well as the structure of the nearby ISM. These two topics will be the focus of this study.
2.1 Cosmic Ray Sources
The radio/far-infrared correlation (e.g., Murphy at al. 2006; Murphy et al. 2008) shows
that CR electrons are spatially correlated with star formation activity in other galaxies.
Supernovae can account for all observed CRs if only a few percent of the kinetic energy in
supernovae shocks are converted into accelerating CRs (Grenier et al. 2015).
In the 1st order Fermi mechanism for accelerating CR, charged particles repeatedly cross
a shock which moves through the magnetised ISM (Krymskii 1977; Bell 1978a,b). The
magnetic field acts as a mirror, and the CR reflects back into the shock. The CR gets
repeatedly reflected through the shock, where it gains some of the kinetic energy of the
moving shock. Eventually, the gyroradius of the CR becomes large enough for it to escape
the region.
The 2nd order Fermi mechanism (Fermi 1949) involves CR propagation through a mov-
ing, magnetized region such as a molecular cloud. The CR encounters a large number of
randomly moving magnetic mirrors and the CR preferentially gains kinetic energy from each
interaction.
Observations of supernova remnants have shown that supernovae accelerate CR, and thus
act as sources of CR (Koyama et al. 1995; Ackermann et al. 2013; Dermer & Powale 2013).
The true distribution of supernova remnants is not known, however. The distribution is often
assumed to match the distribution of either supernova remnants (Case & Bhattacharya 1998;
Green 2005) or pulsars (Yusifov & Küçük 2004; Lorimer et al. 2006), or to trace high mass
star formation via OB associations (Bronfman et al. 2000) or the Milky Way spiral arms
(Werner et al. 2015). Recent simulations trace cosmic ray sources with a combination of
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Figure 2.1: Latest set of assumed axisymmetric CR source distributions throughout the
Galaxy. The CR sources are traced by pulsars (Yusifov & Küçük 2004; Lorimer et al. 2006),
by observed supernova remnants (Green 2005), by OB associations (Bronfman et al. 2000),
or by a combination of supernova remnants and H2 (Carlson et al. 2016).
pulsars and H2 tracers (Carlson et al. 2016) to account for unobserved supernova remnants.
The axisymmetric distribution of each is shown in Figure 2.1, where the Solar System lies
at 8.33 kpc (Gillessen et al. 2009). All of these assumption have been tested, as will be
discussed in the following sections, however current observations do not have the precision
or accuracy to distinguish between CR source tracers.
2.2 Cosmic Ray Diffusion
Once the cosmic rays are accelerated, they are deflected by the interstellar magnetic field.
Generally, cosmic rays perform a random walk, slowly diffusing away from the acceleration
source. The distribution and spectrum of cosmic rays follows the diffusion-loss equation
which accounts for the diffusion and advection of cosmic rays away from their source as well
as particle and energy losses through the interactions with the ISM, radiation, and magnetic
fields, plus additional particle sources such as ionization interactions and nuclear decay and
escape (Longair 2011).
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The CR distribution and spectrum comes to a steady state when the injection of cosmic
rays from sources and the losses through particle interaction settle into a statistical equi-
librium. But the equilibrium level depends on the distribution of the cosmic ray sources
as well as gas distribution and magnetic field strength, among other things. Much of our
knowledge of the distribution of CR through our Galaxy comes from numerical models of
CR propagation. These simulations start with a source distribution and spectrum of cos-
mic rays and an assumed particle density, magnetic field strength, and interstellar radiation
field. Recent models include GALPROP (Strong & Moskalenko 1998), with its associated
web-based interface1 (Vladimirov et al. 2011), PICARD (Kissmann 2014), and DRAGON
(Di Bernardo et al. 2010). GALPROP has traditionally simulated an axisymmetric galaxy
in order to reduce computational complexity (Strong et al. 2004), but attempts to include
all relevant physics. It is the most thoroughly tested code for cosmic ray propagation (Acero
et al. 2016). DRAGON includes features not yet incorporated into GALPROP, such as 3D
anisotropic diffusion and 3D models of Galactic structure (Gaggero et al. 2013). PICARD
uses the same inputs as GALPROP, but uses an updated set of numerical methods which
allows for higher resolution studies (Kissmann 2014).
These, and other CR propagation routines, predict a decrease in CR flux with Galac-
tocentric radius (Strong et al. 2004; Shibata et al. 2007; Di Bernardo et al. 2011). The
variations are predicted to be small near the Solar System, around 3% (Ackermann et al.
2012b). Older iterations of these codes were axi-symmetric, and so cannot incorporate the
full complexity of Galactic structure. Recent iterations of GALPROP and recent cosmic
ray propagation models incorporate full 3-dimensional models of the gas distribution and
insterstellar radiation field. This can lead to different predictions for local CR gradients. PI-
CARD, for example, may predict an approximately 10% increase in CR density, depending
on the Solar System’s proximity to the Orion spur and the star forming regions of the Gould
1http://galprop.stanford.edu/webrun.php
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belt (Kissmann 2014).
The predictions may be tested against direct observations of CRs after removing the
Sun’s influence (demodulation), along with constraints on the distributions of CR sources
through observations of supernova remnants or pulsars. The Solar wind and magnetic fields
scatter lower energy CRs. This creates a bubble around the Sun called the heliosphere. CR
are measured using Earth- and space-based experiments such as AMS and AMS2 (Alcaraz
et al. 2000; Aguilar et al. 2013), CREAM (Seo et al. 2004; Yoon et al. 2011), Fermi (Atwood
et al. 2009; Ackermann et al. 2014a), KASCADE (Apel et al. 2010), PAMELA (Bonvicini
et al. 2001; Adriani et al. 2011), and the Pierre Auger Observatory (Settimo 2012) to name
a few. Higher energy CR are largely unaffected by the Sun’s magnetic field. Generally, the
CR flux will only be enhanced above the equilibrium “sea” of CR close to a young supernova
remnant or any other source of CR. As our Solar System is far from massive star forming
regions, the CR flux near the Solar System should reflect the CR sea at our Galactocentric
radius.
As CRs diffuse through the galaxy, they interact with the interstellar magnetic field
and the ISM to affect ISM dynamics and star formation. CRs remove up to half of the
kinetic energy from supernova shockwaves (Grenier et al. 2015). This reduces the effect of
supernovae on the ISM. On the other hand, CRs can transfer kinetic energy directly to the
ISM and drive winds through the ISM.
CR collisions with atoms in the ISM ionize the atoms. In the cold, dense regions of
molecular clouds, CRs therefore provide a constant source of ions and heating. These ions
interact with the ambient magnetic field to moderate the collapse of the molecular cloud
and also drives the molecular chemistry in these regions (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2013). The
increased ionization fraction, specifically close to a supernova, allows for stronger coupling to
any magnetic field which affects both cloud collapse and accretion via the magnetorotational
instability in a disk (Fatuzzo et al. 2006).
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Finally, cosmic ray collisions can ultimately result in gamma-radiation. Thus, the gamma-
ray emission from the CRs predicted by the simulations can be compared directly to gamma-
ray observations.
2.3 Gamma-ray Emission Mechanisms
Astrophysical gamma-rays are generally emitted by non-thermal cosmic rays interacting with
radiation fields or ambient gas. The primary emission mechanism in the energy range of the
Fermi LAT is the creation and decay of the neutral π meson, or pion. Upon the collision of a
cosmic ray proton with an atomic nucleus, the kinetic energy of the cosmic ray is converted
into various particles, most of which are unstable and rapidly decay. Among the initial
particles created is the neutral pion which, in the rest frame, decays in 8.3 × 10−17 s and
has a rest mass of approximately 134.96 MeV/c2. One particularly important decay channel
for our purpose is π0 → 2γ, with the total energy of the gamma-rays equaling the mass and
kinetic energy of the pion. Because pions are generated in collisions with ambient protons,
the gamma-ray emissivity from neutral pion decay is proportional to the number density of
particles in the ISM. Gamma-rays, therefore, trace the distribution of all gas phases in the
ISM.
The cosmic ray collisions also produce charged pions and other decay products, such as
electrons and positrons, collectively called leptons. These particles can generate gamma-rays
via inverse Compton scattering and non-thermal bremsstrahlung. Inverse Compton scatter-
ing involves the collision between a lower energy photon from starlight, dust emission, or
the cosmic microwave background, and a relativistic lepton. The charged particle effectively
transfers most of its kinetic energy to the photon. The gamma-ray emission from inverse
Compton scattering therefore depends on both the cosmic ray flux and the ambient radiation
field.
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Bremsstrahlung involves a close encounter between a lepton and an atomic nucleus. If
the encounter is close enough, the momentum of the lepton can change significantly due
to the electromagnetic attraction and results in the emission of a high energy photon. In
molecular clouds, bremsstrahlung should not contribute significantly to the total gamma-ray
flux at E ≥ 1 GeV, though may be significant in the more extreme environments of starburst
galaxies (Paglione & Abrahams 2012). Both bremsstrahlung and the generation of neutral
pions are proportional to the number density of particles, and thus these two mechanisms
cannot be easily distinguished.
However, the dominant source of gamma-rays across a wide range of energies is the
decay of neutral pions. Gamma-rays, therefore, represent a unique window on cosmic rays
and the ISM. Results from these experiments agree with the CR flux derived from gamma-
ray observations of nearby molecular clouds (Abdo et al. 2009a,b; Ackermann et al. 2011a,
2012a,b,c; Kachelrieß & Ostapchenko 2012; Yang et al. 2012; Casandjian 2015) and from
Voyager (Schlickeiser et al. 2014). Current analysis methods with Fermi data bin the
Galaxy into large regions (≥ 1 kpc). Near the Solar System, the bins range from 7-8 kpc
and 8-10 kpc and depend on models of Galactic structure, which does not allow for a detailed
local measurement of CR variation. Discrete sources such as molecular clouds are necessary
to probe the CR flux on a < 1 kpc scale.
2.4 Molecular Clouds
Most gas in the disk of the Milky Way Galaxy is in the form of diffuse, atomic hydrogen
(Haffner et al. 1999). In the absence of a significant source of heating (such as bright, UV-
emitting stars typically found in OB associations) this hydrogen is in the neutral phase (H I ).
H I emits radiation at 21 cm from the hyperfine transition where the spin of the electron
flips to become anti-parallel to the spin of the nucleus. The atmosphere is transparent to
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Figure 2.2: All sky map of H I in Galactic coordinates, integrated in the optically thin
approximation.
H I radiation, and all-sky maps of this radiation are publicly available. The map from the
often-cited LAB survey is shown in Figure 2.2. The column density of H I is calculated by
integrating the 21 cm emision over the emission line.
Stars only form in dense regions of the ISM in the same conditions which support the
formation and survival of molecules(cf., Glover & Clark 2012). The most common molecule
is H2 . However, in dense regions where the temperature is cold, H2 does not have sufficient
energy to excite even the first energy level, and be detected in UV absorption. This makes
it difficult to create a high resolution, large-scale map of H2 . CO, on the other hand, is
among the most abundant molecules after H2 and is very easy to excite. The CO(J =1 →
0) line at 2.6mm is bright, and is therefore used to trace the distribution of molecular gas.
The column density of H2 is assumed to be proportional to the integrated intensity of the
CO(J =1→ 0) emission line, WCO : N(H2) = XCOWCO , where the proportionality constant
XCO is empirically derived and often assumed to be 2×1020 cm−2(K km s−1)−1 (Bolatto et al.
2012). In addition, XCO increases with Galactocentric radius, primarily due to metallicity
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Figure 2.3: A schematic of the structure of a molecular cloud. The density, and thus extinc-
tion, increases towards the center of the cloud. (Wolfire et al. 2010)
changes in the ISM (Wilson 1995; Israel 2000; Pineda et al. 2013), and it is also constant
only when averaged on kiloparsec scales (Feldman et al. 2012).
Models of the chemistry of molecular clouds, however, predict a region at 1 ≤ AV ≤ 5
in which CO may be dissociated by ambient UV radiation but H2 will not, due to self
shielding effects (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985; Wolfire et al. 2010). This is schematically
shown in Figure 2.3. The middle region, without CO, is called the translucent phase, and
represents molecular gas that cannot be traced by the traditional method of CO emission.
The molecular gas in this translucent phase is alternatively called dark gas, CO-faint-H2 , or
the dark neutral medium.
Dark gas has previously been revealed by comparing H I and CO maps to thermal dust
emission (Ade et al. 2011), visual or near-infrared extinction (Paradis et al. 2012), or gamma-
ray observations (Grenier et al. 2005; Ackermann et al. 2012c,d). Every method reveals excess
emission or extinction above what is expected from H I and CO emission. Neutral and ionized
atomic carbon (Ingalls et al. 1997; Tatematsu et al. 1999; Pineda et al. 2013; Langer et al.
2014), CH (Mattila 1986; Magnani & Onello 1995; Magnani et al. 2003; Chastain et al. 2010;
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Cotten & Magnani 2013), and OH (Heiles 1968; Wannier et al. 1993; Allen et al. 2012; Cotten
et al. 2012; Allen et al. 2015) have been used to try and trace dark gas and recalibrate XCO
in individual molecular clouds.
However, we need to show some caution when tracing the distribution of gas. It is possible
that the dark gas is simply H I which is not optically thin but instead is partially self-shielded
or has an atypical spin temperature, Tspin. The can result from regions with relatively high H I
density or high H I emission where background H I emission can be absorbed by foreground
H I . The Tspin parameterizes the relative populations of electron levels and may also be called
an excitation temperature. A higher Tspin allows for different wavelengths to be more easily
absorbed. Both possibilities result in gas not being accounted for in regions in and around
molecular clouds, and affect the determination of physical properties of the molecular clouds.
The method for modeling the distribution of gas, detailed in subsequent chapters, takes all
of this into account and may help constrain chemistry models of molecular clouds and reveal
properties of the environment of star forming regions.
2.5 Fermi LAT Instrument
The LAT on the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope is a pair-tracking telescope, sensitive
between 20 MeV and 300 GeV (Atwood et al. 2009, 2012). The instrument is surrounded
by anticoincidence detectors to reject background CRs. Gamma-ray photons enter the in-
strument and convert into an electron/positron pair. The particles ionize parts of silicon
strip detectors, which can be read out to reproduce the trajectory of the particles. This
particle shower is modeled to infer the arrival direction of the photon, and the total energy
of the particles deposited in the cesium iodide calorimeter gives an estimate of the energy of
the photon. Figure 2.4 compares the detected gamma-ray emission over the entire sky from
Fermi and three previous satellites. Fermi has higher energy and angular resolution, and
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is significantly more sensitive than the previous instruments.
The photon localization strongly depends on the photon energy due to interactions in-
ternal to the detector. At 100 MeV, the 68% containment radius or point spread function
(PSF) is > 2◦, decreasing with energy to roughly 0.◦2 at around 100 GeV (Acero et al. 2015).
The interpretation of the PSF is the uncertainty on the arrival direction of the detected
photon, and it depends upon the energy of the photon, the quality of the electron/positron
tracks within the detector, and the relative position of the LAT with respect to the incident
photon. Below about 100 MeV, the resultant particles created in the instrument can scatter
at large angles, effectively washing out information on the arrival direction of the photon.
There are very few detected photons above 100 GeV. In addition, at these energies, photons
can either pair-convert in the calorimeter whch prevents the reconstruction of the arrival
direction, or photons may not deposit all of the energy in the calorimeter which prevents an
accurate determination of the photon energy.
2.6 Gamma-ray Observations of ISM
Much of the emission detected by gamma-ray telescopes comes from CR interactions with
protons in the ISM, seen as the horizontal orange stripe through the middle of Figure 2.4.
Most of the ISM consists of H I , and thus most of the gamma-rays from the ISM are the
result of interactions with H I . But the gamma-ray emissivity is proportional to density, and
the highest density gas is found in molecular clouds. Therefore, nearby molecular clouds
may be a significant source of gamma-rays (Torres et al. 2005). Some prominent examples
include ρ Ophiucus, Orion, and Chamaeleon. Because gamma-ray emissivity is sensitive to
gas density, it is important to know the complete extent and distribution of gas in order to
determine the proper gamma-ray emissivity from these objects.
Both the diffuse ISM and molecular clouds can be used to help constrain the distribution
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Figure 2.4: All-sky map of gamma-ray counts above 50 MeV from SAS-2, COS-B and
EGRET and above 360 MeV for Fermi (4 years of data). The sensitivity and angular
reslution steadily improve up to the Fermi -LAT.(Acero et al. 2016)
of all gas phases, including dark gas. The ISM in turn can also be used as a tool to study
the ambient CR density. Clouds far from potential strong CR sources, such as supernova
remnants or massive stars, can be used to study the structure of the ambient CR “sea.” The
CR density is predicted to decrease with Galactocentric distance (Strong et al. 2004), since
most CR sources are concentrated closer to the Galactic center. To this end, a number of
giant molecular clouds have been studied by the LAT (Ackermann et al. 2012d,c; Yang et
al. 2012; Tibaldo et al. 2015). For this project, the methods used to study these large clouds
will be extrapolated to analyze small, nearby clouds.
2.6.1 Gas Composition Results
Gamma-rays are sensitive to the combination of the CR density and the gas distribution.
For an individual cloud, we may assume a uniform CR flux (Ackermann et al. 2012b; Ade
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et al. 2015a). Then, we can fit different sets of ISM tracers. The gamma-ray flux per proton
for each tracer is called the emissivity. An example list of emissivities include
1. qH I , H I emissivity or gamma-ray flux per H-atom,
2. qCO, CO emissivity or gamma-ray flux per K km s
−1,
3. qDG, dark gas emissivity or gamma-ray flux per magnitude of extinction from dark gas.
These observations can then be used to calibrate XCO.
Under the assumption of a uniform cosmic ray flux across a cloud, both the atomic and
molecular gas phases encounter the same cosmic ray flux. Thus the emissivity should be
the same for all phases of the ISM. The molecular gas emissivity is qH2 = 2qH I , because H2
has two protons. The total flux will be the emissivity times the gas tracer, essentially the
number of photons per unit of tracer times the tracer. Thus qH2N(H2) = qCOWCO . Using








Several studies (Abdo et al. 2009a, 2010a; Ackermann et al. 2012c,a,b,d) measured the
X-factor across individual giant molecular clouds as well as large regions of the ISM. Most
of these studies found XCO ≤ 1×1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1.
The study of CO-dark-H2 with gamma-rays was kick started by (Grenier et al. 2005),
who analyzed gamma-ray data. They traced the CO-dark-H2 with the color excess map
derived by Schlegel et al. (1998). There are regions with higher color excess than what was
expected with HI and H2 traced by CO. The model which included the additional component
fit the gamma-ray data significantly better than the model with only HI and H2 traced by
CO.
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Fermi confirms the findings of Grenier et al. (2005) and find that this CO-dark-H2 can
add a significant mass to a molecular cloud, sometimes more mass than is traced by CO.
These works show a correlation between excess gamma-ray emission and excess near-infrared
extinction.
2.6.2 Cosmic Ray Results
Abdo et al. (2009a) studied the ISM across the entire sky, except for the Galactic plane. The
third Galactic quadrant was studied (Abdo et al. 2009a) for gamma-ray emission from the
diffuse ISM and found the gamma-ray photon flux per particle between 100 MeV and 300
GeV, or gamma-ray H I emissivity qH I (100−300000 MeV) = (9.2±0.3)×10−27 photons s−1
sr−1 H-atom−1. Casseopeia and Cepheus were studied in order to focus on the outer Galaxy.
The local qH I (200− 10000 MeV) = (11.3± 0.1)× 10−27 photons s−1 sr−1 H-atom−1.
The Cepheus and Polaris Flares were studied with the Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment
Telescope on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (Digel et al. 1996) and again by the
LAT (Ackermann et al. 2012c). The results for the gamma-ray emissivity agree. Over
300 - 10000 MeV, Digel (1996) finds qH I = (8.9 ± 0.06) × 10−27 photons s−1sr−1 H-atom−1
whereas Ackermann et al. (2012c) found, between 250 - 10,000 MeV, an emissivity qH I =
(9.2± 0.3)× 10−27 photons s−1sr−1 H-atom−1. Ackermann et al. (2012a) studied the Cygnus
region, and found qH I = (8.8 ± 0.3) × 10−27 photons s−1sr−1 H-atom−1. The other large
clouds studied in Ackermann et al. (2012c) were R Coronae Australis and Chamaeleon.
The emissivities generally agreed with that of the Cepheus and Polaris flare region, with
qH I = (10.2± 0.4)× 10−27 photons s−1sr−1 H-atom−1 and qH I = (7.2± 0.1)× 10−27 photons
s−1sr−1 H-atom−1, respectively. These papers investigated the gamma-ray emissivity close
to the Solar System. They broadly agree with previous studies, summarized in Table 5 of
Digel et al. (1996).
Digel et al. (1996) looked at gradients of the gamma-ray emissivity with respect to Galac-
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Figure 2.5: Predicted gamma-ray emissivity with 2D, axisymmetric GALPROP assuming
that supernova remnants trace cosmic ray sources, before flattening out at Rflat. The gray
boxes represents the observes emissivity from Fermi (Tibaldo 2014).
tocentric radius, which may hint at changes in the cosmic ray flux, a process repeated in
subsequent large-scale gamma-ray studies of the ISM (Abdo et al. 2009a,b, 2010a; Acker-
mann et al. 2012b). These studies generally show that the results from GALPROP fit the
gamma-ray data well, though Abdo et al. (2010a) hints at a higher cosmic ray flux in the
outer galaxy than predicted.
Figure 2.5 shows that a higher cosmic ray source distribution in the outer Galaxy repro-
duces the gamma-ray observations closely. This demonstrates that there is a higher cosmic
ray density than expected, which may imply that there are more cosmic ray sources or that
cosmic ray propagation is more efficient than expected.
Chapter 3
Analysis with the Fermi LAT
Fermi LAT data comes as a list of time-tagged, gamma-ray photons, which must be sub-
stantially processed in order to be astrophysically interpreted.
The following sections detail the construction of the gamma-ray model and the likelihood
analysis to determine the gamma-ray fluxes and spectra. We describe in this chapter the
detailed origin of the data we use; we also outline the procedures we use throughout the
thesis to make the data usable, including the fundamental models and likelihood analyses
required to determine spatially resolved gamma-ray fluxes and spectra.
3.1 Gamma-ray Data
We use data from the Fermi LAT collected between September 2008 and May 2015. Over
the course of this work, we use two different versions of the Fermi science tools, and two
different sets of data, according to what was available at the time. The versions are listed
in later chapters. In this section, we describe the general method for gamma-ray analysis,
which does not change between versions. We also describe some of the differences between
the versions.
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We use both Pass7 Reprocessed (Bregeon et al. 2012) and Pass8 (Atwood et al. 2012)
data, and their associated science tools. The PASS7 Reprocessed adds improved instrument
response functions to the previous Pass7 data. Pass8 contains further improvements to the
instrument response functions while adding in methods to handle uncertainties in the energy
of each photon. Pass8 entirely reprocessed the Fermi data with new track reconstruction
algorithms, significantly improving the sensitivity and reducing the size of the PSF. Previ-
ously, gamma-ray photons were discarded if another photon entered the detector while the
first photon was being read out and if the photon pair-converted in the calorimeter. This
improvement increased the total number of gamma-rays available for analysis. It reprocessed
the data from the anti-coincidence detectors to better reject cosmic rays, and also created
new classes of photons based on the trade off between cosmic ray rejection and PSF size or
energy dispersion.
The gamma-ray data provided by the FSSC consists of a large list of photons with asso-
ciated meta-data. Each photon has a time-of-arrival, incoming direction in both equatorial
and Galactic coordinates, two angles of incidence on the instrument, energy, the instrument’s
orientation with respect to the Earth, event class, and other bookkeeping data. Broadly
speaking, each photon must be binned in energy and in space, and then we compare the
predicted gamma-ray counts to the observed counts. Our model is modified until we find a
match. As usual, the devil is in the details.
3.2 Gamma-ray Analysis
We summarize the analysis pipeline in Table 3.1.
Because of the size of the PSF, we must model potential gamma-ray sources several
degrees away from any target of interest. Therefore, we requested data inside a circle of 10◦
radius centered on each target and with an energy range between 250 MeV and 10 GeV.
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Table 3.1: Analysis Pipeline
Step Fermi Tool Function
1 gtselect, gtmktime Select and filter gamma-ray photons.
2 gtbin Bin data in space and/or energy to map counts map or
counts cube, if performing a binned analysis.
3 · · · Create an XML file containing a list of the location or dis-
tribution and spectrum of potential detectable gamma-ray
sources (see Chapter 4).
4 gtltcube Calculate the livetime intervals for the instrument.
5 gtexpcube2 Calculate the instrument’s exposure time at every location
of interest.
6 gtsrcmaps Convolve the exposure times, instrument response, and PSF
to each source in the model, resulting in the estimated spa-
tial and spectral contributions to the data.
7 gtlike Perform a maximum likelihood analysis to optimize the
model.
8 · · · (optional) Change the model by adding/removing sources or
changing source locations/spectra and repeat steps 6a,b and
7.
Summary of the analysis pipeline. For each step in the process, we name the Fermi tool
which executes the given function. The Fermi tools are provided by the Fermi Science
Support Center.
a Additional point sources do not require a new source map to be calculated.
b For new sources, we do not need to re-calculate the source map for the whole model. See
text for details.
Below 250 MeV, the PSF is large (> 3◦), which makes separating different components more
difficult. Above 10 GeV, the PSF is significantly smaller (< 0.3◦), but there are significantly
fewer photons. The relatively few numbers of photons at higher energies do not significantly
improve fits for our diffuse targets. Later cuts of the data will reduce both the spatial and
energy extent of the data. We perform a binned analysis on the data, rather than unbinned,
which means we bin the photons spatially and in energy. We choose 6’ per pixel for the
spatial binning and choose 30 uniform logarithmically-spaced energy bins.
When filtering the data, we exclude photons with incident angle > 90◦ from the zenith
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and any times when the spacecraft rocking angle exceeds 52◦. This removes the majority
of contaminating photons from the Earth’s limb, the largest source of gamma-ray photons
detected by Fermi . A counts cube, which bins the photons in space and energy, is then
created from the selected data, covering a region 10◦ × 10◦ centered on our target.
The livetime cube, the time intervals during which the instrument can detect gamma-ray
photons, is created by analyzing the direction the LAT was pointing every second. The Fermi
Science Support Center1 (FSSC) provides a file containing the ephemeris and direction the
LAT was pointing every 30 seconds since the mission began. The routine gtltcube then
interpolates the direction down to every second. The instrument’s exposure map must be
created after the livetime cube. The exposure map should have the same energy spacing as
the counts cube but cover a much larger area than the counts cube. The FSSC recommends
adding 10◦ on each side of the counts cube to account for PSF leakage.
The last quantity that needs to be computed before we can start fitting the model to
the data is a source map. This convolves the PSF with the model, taking into account the
livetime and exposure times. For our purposes, we also compute the source maps for every
point source, since each region of interest (ROI) should not contain too many. This is not
required, as gtlike can calculate the source map for point sources. Therefore we do not need
to calculate a new source map if adding new point sources to a model in which the source
map is already calculated. If adding new diffuse sources, then a source map of only the
new source must be calculated. This can then be concatenated to the source map from the
previous model.
The gamma-ray data is photon-limited. A source may have as few as several hundred
photons detected over six years. Thus, in order to evaluate the presence of gamma-ray
sources and extract the fluxes and a spectrum, we create a model to predict the number of
gamma-rays we expect to see. The model includes point sources with empirically derived
1https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
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locations and one of several spectral shapes, e.g. power law or log-parabola. We calculate the
expected photon flux given the exposure and instrument response and compare the expected
number of photons to the observed number. The model parameters, which include the
spectral shape, normalization, and the number of sources are changed via a generalization
of the secant method until the likelihood of the model is maximized.
The basic procedure for the likelihood analysis of gamma-ray data is described in Mattox
et al. (1996). Poisson statistics is assumed throughout; the probability of observing nij








where the subscript refers to the image array element. nij then refers to the (i,j)
th element
of the image. The likelihood, then, is the product of the probabilities over every pixel,
L = Πi,jpij. We consider the natural logarithm of the likelihood as a matter of convenience.
But the likelihood number is strictly relative; it is always compared to likelihoods of different
models or the same model with different parameters. The best fit is the model or set of
parameters which maximize the likelihood. We then ignore the term in the denominator
with the factorial. This term only depends on the data and not the model and can therefore
be ignored when considering differences in likelihood values. By considering the logarithm,













The recommended procedure used in fitting is to call the maximum likelihood fitting
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routine gtlike twice. The first time uses the optimizer “DRMNFB2.” This optimizer uses
a variant of Newton’s method to find maximum likelihood, so is fast and should get close to
the best solution.3 After this coarse fit, we perform a second fit using “NewMinuit4.” This
more accurately determined the statistical uncertainties on the parameters by factoring in
correlations between parameters. These optimizers technically have no limit on the number
of free parameters in the model, but caution should be taken if there are too many free
parameters (> 15) especially if the model contains too many diffuse components. The
locations of each point source is held fixed during these fits. This step uses a large amount
of physical memory. For particularly large data sets and models with a large number of
components the fitting routine may not converge.
To keep the number of free parameters reasonable, the parameters for sources may be
alternately kept free or fixed. This can be done because the gamma-ray emission from most
of the point sources are spatialy independent of each other and independent from the diffuse
gamma-ray emission. For example, all point sources are held fixed and we fit the diffuse
sources. Then, strong point sources are fit. Finally, the point sources are held fixed again,
and we refit the diffuse sources. The gamma-ray residuals are calculated. If strong residuals
persist, then we add additional point sources and go through another iteration of fitting.
Recall that because of the large point-spread function, sources outside of the ROI can
contribute gamma-rays into the ROI. This point is especially relevant to the diffuse emission
templates and will pose problems later in the full survey of molecular clouds.
2from Netlib at http://www.netlib.org
3We changed several of the input parameters to ensure stability of the results.
4http://wwwasdoc.web.cern.ch/wwwasdoc/minuit/minmain.html
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3.3 Results of the Likelihood Fit
To determine the significance of a point source, we consider the likelihood ratio statistic,
often called the test statistic:
TS = −2(lnL0 − lnL1) (3.3)
Where L0 is the likelihood of the model with the point source and L1 is the likelihood
of the model with the point source removed (Mattox et al. 1996). This test statistic is
proportional to the likelihood ratio. According to Wilks’ theorem (Wilks 1938), the test
statistic is distributed as χ2 in the null hypothesis. The alternate model, with the point
source removed, really only has one additional parameter: the number of counts in the
model due to the point source. The departure from χ2 goes as N−1/2, where N is the counts
due to the point source. For most cases, N is relatively large and the departure from a χ2
distribution is small. A 99% confidence detection has a corresponding test statistic TS ≈ 9
(Mattox et al. 1996). gtlike does this automatically for point sources that are left free, but
not for any fixed point source or diffuse sources.
It is worth emphasizing that the test statistic does not follow a χ2 distribution if the two
models differ by more than one free parameter. It does, however, still indicate which model
is better. Through the following, we maintain a limit of TS > 20 to determine a significant
source for both point and diffuse sources.
The results do not change significantly if we consider a penalty on the addition of degrees
of freedom, such as in the Bayesian information criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978). This BIC
adds a penalty in the form of +∆ν ln(n), where ∆ν is the difference in the number of degrees
of freedom between the two models, and n is the number of data points. For a 212 × 212
pixel counts map, and since models differ by at most four degrees of freedom (in Chapter 5),
the TS would change by at most 4 ln(30 × 2122) = 56, where (30 × 2122) is the number of
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bins in the counts cube, and the difference in the number of degrees of freedom represents
the H I , H II , Fermi bubbles, and isotropic components.
The fitting is terminated when the residuals cannot be improved. Ideally, the residuals
should be distributed symmetrically about zero. When divided by the square root of the
counts map, the residuals should not extend significantly beyond 3σ and should not contain
any discernible spatial structure.
In some cases, a TS map can also be created. This routine places an additional point
source at each pixel and evaluates the TS of that point source. This is ultimately slow, but
accurately reveals regions where the model underpredicts the gamma-ray emission. It can
reveal the presence of missing point sources or where the diffuse components fail. The two
downsides to the TS map is that it is very computationally expensive and it cannot reveal
where the model overpredicts the gamma-ray emission. Adding a point source here would
result in zero improvement of the model, thus yielding zero TS. For each pixel in a TS
map, a separate likelihood analysis is performed. A small TS map, covering less than 2%
of the area, takes almost 25 times the computation time as a residual map. This process is




To create the gamma-ray model, point sources are taken from the Fermi 4 year catalog
(3FGL) (Acero et al. 2015) 1, which used older Pass7 Reprocessed data and is described
in detail in Section 3.1. It includes 3033 point sources of gamma-ray emission. At inter-
mediate and high Galactic latitudes, most sources are blazars: BL Lac type, flat spectrum
radio quasar type, and unknown types of blazars. These are actively accreting supermassive
black holes at the center of distant galaxies. These systems launch jets of ultrarelativistic
cosmic rays which emit gamma-radiation. At low Galactic latitude, the most common point
sources are pulsars but a number of pulsar wind nebulae and supernova remnants have been
identified. Approximately 1/3 of the catalog, 1010 sources, are currently unidentified. Their
gamma-ray spectra or variability do not distinguish them as an obvious source type and
they have no known companion at other wavelengths. As this thesis focuses on intermediate
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Confused point sources in the 3FGL are identified by the addition of the letter ‘c’ to
their source name. The detection significance for these sources can fall to TS < 25 for some
models of the diffuse gamma-ray emission. For example, for some sets of ISM tracers, the
point source is not significantly detected. There are 78 such sources in the 3FGL, down from
162 in the previous Fermi catalog (Nolan et al. 2012), due to improvements in tracing the
distribution of the dark gas. Most of these sources lie within 5◦ of the Galactic plane, though
we find a few within our ROIs. As we will describe, further improvements must be made.
Because one of our goals is to improve the description of the diffuse gamma-ray model, we
initially remove any confused source from our model.
Sources as far out as 5◦ outside the ROI are also included in the model. The point-
spread function is large at lower energies, due to internal scattering of the electron/positron
particles. At 100 MeV, the uncertainty on the direction of the incoming photon is as high
as 5◦. This manifests in the data as an effective blurring of an object across this angular
size. Thus, we include sources from outside the ROI, because photons from those outside
sources can be detected within our ROI. We can add or remove point sources, if the change
will improve the fit of the model. We will detail this process in section 3.2.
4.2 Fermi Galactic Diffuse Emission Model
The Fermi Galactic diffuse model was developed to model background gamma-ray emission
when studying the gamma-ray emission from point sources. The following is a summary of
the components of the Fermi Galactic diffuse model, described in more detail in Acero et
al. (2016).
The diffuse maps are added in as spatial maps, which are generally derived from data at
other wavelengths. For example, most of the ISM is in a neutral, atomic form which emits
at 21 cm. A map of this emission line gives the distribution of H I gas.
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Molecular hydrogen, H2 , is the most abundant molecule in space, yet does not have a
permanent dipole and thus does not emit in the cold conditions of molecular clouds. To
trace this gas phase, the Fermi team used carbon monoxide emission from Dame et al.
(2001). However, CO fails to trace 100% of the H2 (van Dishoeck & Black 1988; Wolfire et
al. 2010). To make up the difference, the Fermi team used color excess data from Schlegel
et al. (1998).
To trace the inverse Compton scattering of cosmic ray leptons, Acero et al. (2016) tested
a large number of GALPROP predictions against Fermi data. The predictions from the best
fitting inverse Compton template was incorporated into the Fermi Galactic diffuse model. A
handful of other large-scale features were found through their spatial correlation with excess
gamma-ray emission. These include the potential nearby, old supernova remnant Loop I
(Bhat et al. 1985; Casandjian et al. 2009) and the Fermi Bubbles (Su et al. 2010), seen
in the top two rows of Figure 4.1. These structures are approximately symmetric around
Galactic longitude ` = 0◦ and about the Galactic plane, and may originate from a past
episode of gas accretion onto the Milky Way’s supermassive black hole (Su et al. 2010; Guo
& Mathews 2012) or a previous burst of high mass star formation in the nucleus of the Milky
Way (Lacki 2014). The emission has even been suggested to result from the annihilation of
dark matter particles (Hooper & Slatyer 2013).
The exact emission mechanism does not matter for this purpose. We only need the
morphology of these large-scale structures. The morphology of Loop I was modeled with a
408 MHz radio continuum map (Haslam et al. 1982). Other excesses, including the Fermi
Bubbles, were modeled with uniform patches. In total, two patches were used to account
for the Fermi Bubbles, one patch for the Cygnus region, one patch to account for excess
emission inside Loop I, and three small patches closer to the Galactic plane, all shown in
Figure 4.1.
The Fermi diffuse model included templates to account for emission from the Earth’s
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Figure 4.1: The patches added to account for excess emission. The top row shows patches
for Loop I, middle for the Fermi Bubbles, and the bottom for excesses in the Galactic plane.
Figure adopted from the FSSC and Acero et al. (2016).
atmosphere (Abdo et al. 2009c; Hecktor et al. 2013), the Moon (Johannesson et al. 2013), and
the Sun (Johannesson et al. 2013; Omodei et al. 2014). Cosmic rays can strike particles in the
Earth’s atmosphere and in the Solar wind and generate gamma-rays. Proper data filtering,
as described in Section 3.2, can remove most of the background from the Earth. In addition,
gamma-ray emission from the Solar wind is most concentrated close to the Sun, where the
Solar wind is most dense. Cosmic rays can also undergo inverse Compton scattering off the
Sun’s radiation and cosmic ray collisions with the Moon can produce neutral pions, both of
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which result in gamma-radiation. These celestial objects always lie close to the ecliptic, so
the spatial template for the Sun and the Moon trace out the ecliptic, seen in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Full sky template in Galactic coordinates for the Sun at 100 MeV. Units: 10−6
cm−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1. The gamma-ray emission from the Moon follows the red line in the
image. Figure adapted from Johannesson et al. (2013).
Finally, the Fermi Galactic diffuse model includes an isotropic component (Abdo et al.
2010b; Ackermann et al. 2015). This was determined by fitting detected point sources with
the rest of the Galactic diffuse model at Galactic latitudes |b| > 70◦. Here, diffuse gamma-
ray emission from the ISM should be minimal. Most of the background emission, then,
comes from other sources. This component arises from cosmic rays misclassified as gamma-
rays, unresolved extragalactic sources such as star forming galaxies and active galaxies, and
potentially the annihilation of dark matter (Di Mauro & Donata 2015).
These components, along with the point sources of the 3FGL reproduces the observed
gamma-ray emission across most of the sky.
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4.3 Diffuse Spatial Maps
We model the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the ISM using a variety of tracers for the
protons, which emit gamma-rays as a result of CR collisions. We use 21 cm H I emission
(Kalberla et al. 2005), 2.6 mm carbon monoxide emission (Ade et al. 2014b), and dust optical
depth τ353 (Ade et al. 2014a). These tracers model the distribution of cosmic ray proton
collisions with the ISM, as well as cosmic ray electron bremsstrahlung interactions with the
ISM. The H I and CO maps we use are the same tracers used by the Fermi Galactic diffuse
model (Acero et al. 2015). However, whereas we use the Planck dust optical depth to help
trace the remaining gas in the ISM, Acero et al. (2015) uses Schlegel et al. (1998) which has
lower resolution and known problems due to systematic uncertainties, e.g., the corrections
from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). We justify our choice of τ353 in Chapter 5.
We assume the gamma-ray spectrum for all ISM components are the same as the local
interstellar spectrum, determined by Casandjian (2015). This assumption may break down
for CRs at lower energy because interactions with the ISM prevent the CRs from penetrating
into the densest parts of a cloud. However, there is no evidence for this shielding effect on
higher energy CRs (Grenier et al. 2015).
We use H I data from the LAB survey (Kalberla et al. 2005) and integrate over the
velocity axis assuming a spin temperature of Tspin = 125 K in order to be consistent with
previous diffuse gamma-ray studies (Abdo et al. 2009a, 2010a; Ackermann et al. 2012a,d,c).
The H I was integrated between ±20 km s−1 under the assumption of self absorption,








where C = 1.83 × 1018 cm−2 K−1, Tspin is the spin temperature, and Tbg is the background
temperature at 1.4 GHz. We assume Tbg = 2.73 K across our sample, which is a good
assumption at high Galactic latitude since 96% of pixels have a Tbg < 5 K (Calabretta et al.
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2014). Data from -20 km s−1 < v < 20 km s−1 is assumed to be local gas, and non-local gas
is taken at |v| > 20 km s−1.
H I maps are generated to cover the ROI: again, we add 3◦ per side to account for
PSF leakage. This differs from the 5◦ recommendation mentioned in Chapter 3 because we
consider photons with energies E ≥ 250 MeV, whereas the recommendation for 5◦ assumed
photons with energies E ≥ 100 MeV. The N(HI) map is then interpolated to 0.1◦ per pixel
to match the binned counts cube.
However, the spin temperature is likely not constant throughout the entire cloud. Dif-
ferent spin temperatures will affect the column densities found, therefore it will effect the
diffuse gamma-ray models and the gamma-ray fluxes found. The systematic uncertainty aris-
ing from assuming a constant H I spin temperature is 10% (Abdo et al. 2010a; Ackermann
et al. 2012a,d). In order to assess this systematic, (Abdo et al. 2010a) created different H I
templates assuming different spin temperatures. The resulting gamma-ray fluxes were then
compared in order to determine the affect of spin temperature variation on the modeling.
At low H I emission, we can expand Equation 4.1 as a Taylor series and we recover the
optically thin approximation, which is independent of Tspin. Only at higher column density,
then, will the Tspin variation affect the column density estimate. However, any gas not traced
will be recovered with dust emission, as we describe later in this section.
To trace molecular gas, we use WCO data from the 2
nd data release of the Planck satellite
(Ade et al. 2014b). The Planck satellite provided the first all sky map of CO emission. We
use the lower resolution (15.′), higher signal-to-noise “Type 2” CO data provided. This
combines multiple Planck bands to constrain background contamination, e.g. from dust
emission. We remove any CO emission less than two times the noise, which is provided
by the Planck team. Finally, we divide the Planck CO data by 1.16 to account for 13CO
J=1→0 emission (Ade et al. 2014b), and bring the Planck CO data into agreement with
the Dame et al. (2001) survey.
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We must trace leftover gas not covered by either H I or CO emission. Previously, Ade et
al. (2011) investigated dark gas across the whole sky, similar to what Grenier et al. (2005)
did at higher resolution. Ade et al. (2011) compared the thermal dust emission to the
estimated column density N(H)= N(H I )+XCOWCO. Ade et al. (2011) concluded that dark
gas accounts for more gas mass than gas traced by CO. Though previous studies (Grenier et
al. 2005; Abdo et al. 2009a, 2010a; Ackermann et al. 2011a, 2012c) use color excess data by
(Schlegel et al. 1998) to trace dust emission, it is greatly affected by systematic uncertainties.
However, we use consider Planck ’s τ353 (Ade et al. 2014a), the dust optical depth at 353
GHz. Assuming the dust properties do not vary, the total column density is proportional to
τ353 = σe,353NH . (4.2)
The dust emission opacity, σe,353, does vary by a factor of 2 between high and low density
regions (Ade et al. 2014a). For our purposes, this will not significantly impact our results.
The method described next effectively removes dust emission at low column densities. To
trace dark gas, we extract excess dust emission over what is expected from H I plus CO
emission.
The τ353 map is multiplied by 1.49× 104 to convert it to a color excess (Ade et al. 2014a)
and then multiplied by RV = 3.1 to convert the color excess to a visible extinction. The
excess dust emission is then found by minimizing







where α and β are varied to find the minimum sum of squares of AV,res . Note that the
parameter α has the units of the dust-to-gas ratio, mag (cm−2)−1, and β has units of the
XCO factor, cm
−2 (K km s−1)−1. The result generally has a mean of zero. We keep only
the positive results. This method of least squares minimization does not incorporate some
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known facts about the dark gas distribution. Dark gas only adds to the column density
estimate, yet a least squares minimization attempts to bring the mean to zero. In other
words, some pixels may have large negative numbers to cancel out some real positive pixels
which represent dark gas.
The Chamaeleon moleular clouds were jointly analyzed with Planck dust and CO data
and Fermi gamma-ray data (Ade et al. 2015a). To trace dark gas, they fit an initial model
where the ISM was traced with only H I and CO. They included the excess gamma-rays
into a subsequent fit, and iterated this procedure until there were no remaining gamma-ray
excesses. The gamma-ray residual map served to trace gas not traced by H I or CO emission.
This method is physically motivated, as large-scale diffuse gamma-ray emission should trace
the ISM. However, it may be tracing other emission mechanisms, if those mechanisms are
not already properly traced.
A method related to both previous methods was described in Tibaldo et al. (2015). They
also used dust emission residuals, but instead of a single least squares minimization, they
performed an iterative fit as follows. They start by minimizing Equation 4.3. This A
(0)
V,res
map is then smoothed, and only points 2σ above the mean are kept. They then minimize
A
(1)









They add in the significant dust emission excess as a template for the dark gas and create a
new model with this new template. Then, they check for additional dust excesses and add
any significant new excess into the previous dust emission excess map, and repeat until no
significant dust excesses remain. This is similar to the iteration in Ade et al. (2015a), but
because they focus on different targets, they do not have the requisite photon statistics to
iterate using gamma-ray residuals. This iterative process is necessary because of potential
biases introduced by the fitting algorithm.
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Finally, there are two other components to the diffuse emission. The inverse Compton
component is derived using GALPROP. This models the propagation of cosmic rays through
the Galaxy, and gives a prediction for the gamma-ray flux from all known gamma-ray emis-
sion mechanisms. As in Ackermann et al. (2012c), we use the galdef file “54 77Xvarh7S” as
the inverse Compton model. The model including this inverse Compton template reproduces
the observed gamma-ray emission.
Then, the isotropic emission uses an isotropic spatial template and we use the file provided
on the FSSC for the spectrum. For the SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN VETO data classes,
the file names are “iso P8R2 source V6 v06.txt” and “iso P8R2 ultracleanveto V6 v06.txt,”
respectively. The origin of this emission is described in Section 4.2.













+ qICIIC(E) + qiso(E), (4.5)
where qgas is the gas emissivity, or flux per atom and is assumed to be the local interstellar
spectrum (Casandjian 2015). Ngas is the column density of the ISM at given coordinates
(x, y) and xgas is a normalization constant. Values significantly different from one indicate
deviations from the local interstellar spectrum. The gas components include H I , CO, and
dark gas. Other studies may be interested in other gas components such as other molecular
tracers or Hα emission, but we ignore these for this thesis, as our targets do not contain
significant amounts of ionized or extremely dense gas.
q
(i)
PS is the spectrum of the i
th point source at a location given by the Kronecker delta. qIC
is the spectrum of the inverse Compton component, with IIC being the spatial distribution
of the inverse Compton component, and qiso is the spectrum of a constant offset called the
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isotropic component which is usually assumed to be from unresolved extragalactic sources
(Ackermann et al. 2015; Di Mauro & Donata 2015).
Many of the model’s components are largely independent. We can see this in Figure
4.3, particularly with the point sources. These sources extend across a limited portion of
the ROI, and thus do not affect much of the total model. The diffuse sources present some
problems with linear independence.
Figure 4.3: Contribution of sources in the ρ Ophiuchi molecular cloud complex, arbitrarily
normalized to highlight differences. The first five sources are extended, diffuse sources, and
the last map is a sum of all the point sources. The color scale runs from zero (black/blue)
to one (yellow/white) and each image is in celestial coordinates.
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4.4 Emissivities and Gas Properties
4.4.1 XCO Factor
From the point of view of the maximum likelihood fit, the emissivities are normalization
constants, and there is an independent value for each energy bin analyzed. These gas emis-
sivities represent a combination of the cosmic ray flux, and gas density, and the interaction
cross section.
From the gamma-ray spectra, we can calculate the XCO factor. Recall that we assume
N(H2) = X
′
COWCO . From equation 4.5, the H2 gamma-ray flux is
IH2 = XCOqCOWCO . (4.6)
This is also equal to
IH2 = XCOqH2N(H2). (4.7)
We make one further assumption that the cosmic ray flux throughout the ROI is uni-
form. From this assumption, we conclude that xH IQH I = 2xH2QH2 , where Q is the local
interstellar emissivity spectrum. That is to say that the gamma-ray flux per H I atom is half
the gamma-ray flux per H2 molecule. There are two protons in H2 compared to just one






We trace molecular gas with two components, WCO and AV,res , and so we require two
conversion factors to estimate the column density of H2 . AV,res is not entirely molecular
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gas, however; some fraction is atomic hydrogen (Fukui et al. 2014a; Stanimirovic et al. 2014;







where f is the molecular fraction of the dark gas. This expression is proportional to the






(1 + f)qH I
(4.10)
Analysis of gamma-rays alone does not determine what fraction of dark gas is H2 , but











where the upper and lower limits are determined when f = 1, 0 respectively.
Chapter 5
Calibrating Total Column Density
5.1 Introduction
Diffuse gamma-ray emission from the Milky Way informs us about the highest energy pro-
cesses in the Galaxy such as supernova energy deposition, cosmic ray (CR) acceleration
and energy losses, and CR transport. GeV gamma-ray emission in particular is a unique
probe of hadronic CR processes. Specifically, CR protons and nuclei accelerated by supernova
remnants impact ambient gas, which ultimately creates secondary pion emission with a char-
acteristic spectral bump around 1 GeV (Ackermann et al. 2013). The interstellar medium
(ISM) is effectively transparent to CRs, especially above the pion production threshold of
282 MeV. Therefore, interactions between lower energy CRs and molecular clouds can cause
deep heating and ionization (Padovani et al. 2009), thus affecting cloud chemistry as well
as star and planet formation (Glassgold et al. 2012; Indriolo & McCall 2012; Grenier et al.
2015). The higher energy interactions in turn give rise to gamma-ray emission sensitive to
the total gas column density of a cloud independent of its dust properties, temperature, or
gas state (H II , H I , or H2 ).
Likelihood analyses of gamma-ray counts maps require modeling a variety of presumed
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emission sources including their spatial extents and spectral shapes. Typically, a number
of gas templates based upon ISM tracers (21-cm H I emission, infrared dust emission, etc.),
including one to account for molecular gas poorly traced by CO, the so-called“dark gas”,
are compared to the gamma-ray emission. The differences between the observed gamma-
ray counts maps and these templates often result in significant, spatially coherent residuals
(e.g., Ade et al. 2015a). These residuals are distinct from the dark gas and persist despite
accounting for dark gas using dust maps or other measures. Given the goal of understanding
the pervading CR density, spectrum, and its spatial variation through the Galactic disk,
the distribution and column density of the gas with which CRs interact must be sensitively
constrained. Common practice is to compare the gas templates to the gamma-ray counts,
then incorporate any residual counts back into the templates to recover an ad hoc cloud
emissivity from the gamma-ray data. Our goal instead is to reduce systematic uncertainties
introduced by this method by identiying the best fitting cloud models based on maps of ISM
tracers, and thus avoid distorting information about the underlying CR population.
We chose to study the ρ Oph molecular cloud because of its proximity to Earth (d =
120+4.5−4.2 pc) (Loinard et al. 2008) and relative quiescence, as well as for the many special
features of the region that somewhat complicate the gamma-ray analysis. It has an esti-
mated mass of 6.6×103 M (Cambrésy 1999) calculated from extinction measured via star
counts to 1.2×104 M (Yang et al. 2014) calculated from from dust emission measured by
the Planck satellite (Ade et al. 2011). The dust properties of the ρ Oph cloud are no-
toriously unusual (Liseau et al. 2015), which calls into question standard scaling relations
between AV , Aλ, CO emission, dust emission, and gas column density. The ρ Oph dark core
harbors the star-forming region L1688, which exhibits radio and X-ray emission (Dzib et al.
2013) potentially indicative of locally accelerated CRs. L1688 heats the dense part of the
cloud, which can cause sharply varying dust temperatures that often complicate the dust
modeling and column density determinations (Abergel et al. 2014). The molecular cloud is a
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known source of significant anomalous microwave emission (Ade et al. 2011), presumably an
additional dust component. It also exhibits a high dynamic range in AV , from widespread
areas of AV < 1 mag, to AV > 30 mag near L1688. The diffuse gamma-ray emission from
the cloud was studied with the COS-B and the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory satellites
(e.g., Issa & Wolfendale 1981; Hunter et al. 1994) and with the Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope (Yang et al. 2014).While at a relatively high latitude of 16.◦5, its proximity to
the Galactic center line of sight implies significant gamma-ray contributions from Galactic
inverse Compton (IC) emission, H I , gamma-ray point sources, and potentially HII. At least
two bright and highly variable radio AGN, which are difficult to model appropriately and
often leave large residuals, lie behind the diffuse cloud emission near L1688. Finally, the ρ
Oph cloud lies in the immediate foreground of the northern Fermi bubbles (Su et al. 2010)
as well as the Galactic center GeV excess (Daylan et al. 2016).
Assuming that gamma-rays are an unbiased and linear tracer of total gas column density,
we test several gas templates based on emission and extinction measures to determine the
systematic errors, biases, and appropriateness of each. Throughout this paper, we refer to the
dense and extended complex of the ρ Oph molecular cloud as the ROMC to distinguish this
feature from the B star ρ Ophiuchi itself. The following results are published in (Abrahams
& Paglione 2017)
5.2 Gamma-ray Data and Modeling
We use Pass 8 data from the Fermi LAT between August 4, 2008 and June 3, 2015.
Pass 8 is the most recent data release from Fermi and improves upon photon detec-
tion and measurement, instrument point-spread function, and energy dispersion. Anal-
ysis of the gamma-ray data is performed with the Fermi science tools (v10r0p5) avail-
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able from the Fermi Science Support Center 1, utilizing both the P8R2 SOURCE V6 and
P8R2 ULTRACLEANVETO V6 instrument response functions. When selecting the data,
we consider both front and back converted photons in the “source” and “ultraclean veto”
classes. These data classes differ in the strictness of background CR removal, where the
ultraclean veto class has the lowest CR contamination. Both classes are analyzed separately
to check for background systematics.
We downloaded data from a 15◦ radius around the chosen coordinates (RA, Dec = 246.◦4,
-23.◦4, J2000) and between 250 MeV and 10 GeV. The data were subsequently binned be-
tween 235.◦8 ≤ RA ≤ 257.◦0 and −34.◦0 ≤ DEC ≤ −12.◦8 with a spatial resolution of 0.◦1
per pixel, and 30 logarithmically spaced energy bins between 250 MeV and 10 GeV.These
energies are chosen to maximize both source localization and photon statistics. Including
photons above 10 GeV does not improve the significance of the detection (Abrahams &
Paglione 2015). We excluded photons with incidence angle > 90◦ from the zenith and any
time the spacecraft rocking angle exceeds 52◦. These constraints removed most gamma-ray
contamination coming from the Earth’s limb. Figure 5.1 shows the gamma-ray counts map
of the region.
The models analysed broadly consisted of two nearly independent components: point
sources and diffuse sources. Point sources are taken from the 3FGL (Acero et al. 2015), and
can be seen in Figure 5.1. Within the 3FGL point source catalog, a number of sources are
included that are designated as “confused.” In general these sources are regions of excess
emission that may not be associated with any known gamma-ray source. Toward L1688
there are two such sources, 3FGL J1628.2-2431c and 3FGL J1626.2-2428c, which appear to
account for the gamma-ray emission from the densest part of the ROMC, and were therefore
removed.
1FSSC: http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
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Figure 5.1: Gamma-ray counts map from 250 MeV to 10 GeV with 0.◦1 pixels centered on
ρ Oph. White and black contours represent CO integrated intensities WCO = 2.5 and 50 K
km s−1, respectively. The cyan triangles are 3FGL point sources included in the model.
5.2.1 Diffuse Emission Templates
Diffuse components common to every model are: the isotropic emission, Galactic IC emission,
and an H I map from the Galactic All-Sky Survey (GASS, Kalberla et al. 2010). In addition,
we test an H II template (Finkbeiner 2003), as there are a number of hot stars in the region.
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For the IC component, we used two different models calculated with GALPROP2 (Strong
& Moskalenko 1998; Vladimirov et al. 2011). One matches the older model used in Acker-
mann et al. (2012c), and assumes a Galactocentric radius of 20 kpc, a maximum height
between |z| ≤ 4 kpc, the H II distribution from Cordes et al. (1991), and a parameterized
CR source distribution given in the GALPROP manual as “source model 1”. The second
model assumes a larger CR halo with radius of 30 kpc, height |z| < 6 kpc, H II distribution
from Gaensler et al. (2008), and a CR source distribution following the distribution of pulsars
(Taylor et al. 1993).
The isotropic emission, originating from extragalactic diffuse gamma-ray emission and
misclassified cosmic rays, is modeled by the “iso P8R2 SOURCE V6 v06.txt” or
“iso P8R2 ULTRACLEANVETO V6 v06.txt” files provided by the Fermi Science Support
Center. For the GASS H I map, the relevant portion of the sky coincident with the ROI was
downloaded3.
Finally, the Fermi bubbles (Su et al. 2010) represent an additional background source of
gamma-ray emission for the region. We assume a constant counts map across the ROI and
the spectrum given in Ackermann et al. (2014b).
5.2.2 Molecular Gas Templates
The following local ISM templates were compared to capture the molecular gas component,
each model incorporated one of the following maps.
1. the standard Fermi Galactic diffuse model (Chapter 4),
2. the 353 GHz dust optical depth, τ353, from the Planck Public Data Release 1 (Abergel
et al. 2014),
2Source code can be found at https://sourceforge.net/projects/galprop
3https://www.astro.uni-bonn.de/hisurvey/gass/
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3. a map of the V -band extinction, AV , constructed from data taken from DSS plates and
using a star counts approach (Dobashi et al. 2005), which we will refer to as “Dobashi
DSS,”
4. an AV map constructed from 2MASS near-infrared (NIR) photometry using the so-
called “X-percentile” method (Dobashi 2011), a modification of the Near-Infrared Color
Excess (NICE) approach (Lada et al. 1994), and which we will refer to as “Dobashi
2MASS,”
5. our own AV map using 2MASS photometry and the NICER technique as described in
Lombardi & Alves (2001).
The last four are shown in Figure 5.2. The Fermi diffuse model was used for compar-
ison for the other models. Because the AV tracer presumably traces both H I and H2 , it
should account for most of the gamma-ray emission from the ISM. However, dust does not
homogeneously trace both diffuse and dense regions in the ISM (Abergel et al. 2014). In
addition, Peek (2013) showed that a combination of far infrared emission from dust and H I
emission best reproduced the AV . We therefore include both H I and AV templates to more
accurately trace the ISM.
Fermi Galactic diffuse model
The Fermi Galactic diffuse model provided by the FSSC uses the LAB survey (Kalberla et
al. 2005) to trace H I , the Dame et al. (2001) CO survey to trace molecular gas, and residual
color excess from Schlegel et al. (1998) to trace dark gas. The residual color excess is found
by subtracting a linear combination of the integrated intensities of H I and CO from the
color excess.
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Figure 5.2: Column density tracer templates used for four of the models. Colors represent
AV and range from 0 to 10 mag of extinction.
Planck τ353
The all-sky optical depth map at 353 GHz from Planck, τ353, was downloaded from the
NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA) and the ROI extracted from the HealPix
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version 3.10 and converted to a Cartesian projection, shown in Figure 5.2. For comparison
to the other extinction tracers, we converted τ353 to AV assuming AV = 3.1E(B − V ) and
E(B − V ) = 1.49×104τ353 (Abergel et al. 2014).
As described in Abergel et al. (2014), the dust opacity at 353 GHz is found by fitting a
modified black body spectrum to the intensity detected by Planck at the frequencies of the
High Frequency Instrument. The optical depth is proportional to the total column density
of gas:
τ353 = σe,353NH, (5.1)
where σe,353 is the dust emission opacity at 353 GHz, or roughly the optical depth per H
atom, and is assumed to be constant in the Planck τ353 maps. Because τ353 traces dust and
not total gas directly, this σe,353 factor depends on the gas-to-dust ratio, the dust optical
properties, and the proportion of gas not traced by the NH proxy (dark gas). Dark gas,
which may be ionized gas, CO-faint-H2 , optically thick H I , etc., serves to increase the σe,353
since there would be more gas, and thus also more dust emission, compared to NH estimated
from H I and CO emission.
We tested Planck maps of E(B − V ) and radiance as well, but their strong dependence
on dust temperature makes them quite evidently inappropriate gas models, so we mostly
omit them from subsequent analysis and discussion.
NICER
Another technique for deriving an AV map using near infrared stellar colors, the NICER
algorithm (Lombardi & Alves 2001) is capable of achieving a good dynamic range in AV ,
especially in dense clouds (Alves et al. 2014; Lombardi et al. 2011). With the NICER
approach, AV is calculated using J −H and H −Ks colors from 2MASS and by comparing
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the median color excess of stars in a given map pixel to an intrinsic locus in color-color
space estimated from a control region assumed to have AV = 0. This method is successful
because of the comparatively small scatter in intrinsic NIR colors and small variations in
the extinction curve (Juvela & Montillaud 2016). Photometric errors are weighted such that
more reliable colors carry more influence in the calculations. For this work we generated maps
with 6′ oversampled pixels to match the resolution of the Fermi maps. 2MASS photometry
was downloaded from the IRSA website in four pieces to avoid data clipping associated with
IRSA file size limits. We filtered the data using the cc flg and gal contam markers, thereby
eliminating a variety of contaminated and confused sources, and in the final map we masked
the bright star Antares which produces artificially high extinction measurements close to the
ROMC. The map contained ∼ 14 million stars after filtering. Stellar densities per pixel for
this ROI range from < 10 up to > 1000 stars, with a median density ∼ 130 stars per pixel.
To calculate the intrinsic locus of an extinction-free star sample, a reference field must
be selected. As both stellar density and population compositions are dependent on Galactic
latitude, we tested both large and small reference fields in three low-extinction regions of
the map to quantify the effect of sample size and composition on the resulting map. The
differences between the resulting maps were roughly 0.05 mag, which is an order of magnitude
lower than the noise, indicating that the choice of control field sample size is largely negligible
assuming the region is in fact nearly or entirely extinction-free. It is therefore suitable to
select a fairly small region when observing sufficiently populated latitudes, as larger regions
will necessarily sample a broader range of AV . For our analysis we used a 6
′× 6′ (1 pixel)
reference field sample containing ∼ 340 stars centered on (RA,Dec) = (253.◦1, -27.◦1). The
location of the reference field was also tested and is of particular importance for the ρ
Oph region, which lies in front of the large stellar density gradient of the Galactic bulge.
None of the extinction-free test fields resulted in differences in inferred cloud structures,
only modest, AV < 0.4 mag, systematic shifts in overall mean extinction over the entire
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ROI. Such a systematic shift in basically an extinction zero point has no effect on the
renormalized templates used in the likelihood analysis, and we find no correlation with any
cloud structures down to AV < 0.05 mag. Maps generated with our code were compared
with published maps of the ROMC (Ridge et al. 2006; Lombardi et al. 2008) as well as the
Corona Australis dark cloud (Alves et al. 2014), and were found to be in good agreement.
Dobashi DSS
For the Dobashi extinction maps, only the relevant fraction of the sky coincident with our
ROI was downloaded4. Dobashi et al. (2005) employed a traditional starcounts approach to
generate AV maps from the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS). Extinction was calculated using
Aλ(l, b) =
[logN0(l, b)− logN(l, b)]
aλ
, (5.2)
where N is the observed stellar density, N0 is the modeled background stellar density, λ
is the band of the map, and aλ is the slope of the mλ − logN diagram, the so-called Wolf
Diagram (Wolf 1923). As this method uses optical star counts, it is very sensitive to – but
may also saturate at – relatively low values of AV . Therefore, it is sensitive to the periphery
of a dense cloud where AV ∼ 1 mag, but fails to properly probe the densest parts of the
cloud due to low star counts.
Dobashi 2MASS
Dobashi (2011) developed an alternative to the NICE method for mapping extinction, the
“X-Percentile Method”, utilizing 2MASS photometry. In this approach, the Xth percentile
color excess is observed towards the cloud and compared to the Xth percentile color excess
in a nearby reference field. Doing so corrects for foreground star contamination and the
4http://darkclouds.u-gakugei.ac.jp/
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contamination from asymptotic giant branch stars and protostars, both of which are excep-
tionally red and can severely bias color excess measurements. While NIR photometry is not
very sensitive to very low extinction regions, it allows more accurate values in dense clumps.
The final model may be written as
I(`, b, E) =
∑
i
PSi(E)δi(`, b) + xAV qDMN(E)AV (`, b) + xH I qH I (E)N(H I )
+ xH II qDNM(E)FH II (`, b) + xICcIC(`, b, E)
+ xbubblescbubbles(E) + xISOcISO(E). (5.3)
Each ISM component (AV , H I , and H II ) is multiplied by a gamma-ray emissivity, qi, and
a normalization xi. We follow the naming conventions for the diffuse emissivities from
Casandjian (2015). The emissivities can be found in Table 1 of Casandjian (2015) and
were determined using Pass 7 Reprocessed data. This captures the general shape of the
gamma-ray spectrum, which has remained relatively consistent from Pass 6 through Pass 7
Reprocessed, and even consistent with data from the COS-B and Compton Gamma-ray
Observatory satellites (see Figure 4 of Casandjian 2015).
5.2.3 Model Fitting Procedure
The model was convolved with the instrument response functions and exposure using gtsrcmaps.
The result is fit to the data with the gtlike tool, which compares the observed gamma-ray
counts to the number of gamma-ray photons predicted by the model. When fitting Equa-
tion 5.3 to the gamma-ray data, only the normalizations are varied. First we identify point
sources with flux > 1012 ph s−1 MeV−1 cm−2 and those within 5◦ of the center of the ROI.
We fix the normalizations for the diffuse components of the model and fit the normaliza-
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tions for the identified point sources with the gtlike optimizer DRMNFB. Finally we fix
the point source parameters and fit the normalizations for the diffuse sources. We repeated
this procedure at least one additional time with the optimizer NewMinuit. After the second
iteration, the fit parameters do not change significantly. This procedure exploits the fact
that diffuse sources and point sources are generally uncorrelated spatially. Note that this
assumption breaks down for 3FGL confused sources, which were removed for this analysis.
We use the TS value to compare models and determine the best fit. However, this
likelihood ratio only compares the overall fits to each other. Two models may have similar
likelihoods while having structured residuals remaining. Therefore, we also compute residual
maps and TS maps. A TS map is calculated by rastering a point source across the region
and refitting the model. Each pixel in the resulting map represents the improvement in
the overall likelihood due to the inclusion of the additional point source. Large, coherent
structures in the TS map may represent unmodeled diffuse emission as opposed to unmodeled
point sources.
5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Extinction Compared with Diffuse Gamma-ray Counts from
the ISM
The total predicted counts for the 3FGL point sources, IC, and isotropic components may be
subtracted from the counts map to render an estimation of the diffuse gamma-ray emission
from the ISM alone (Figure 5.3). Figure 5.4 shows a pixel-by-pixel density plot of gamma-ray
counts from the ISM versus AV for four gas templates. We include only the central 10
◦ of
the gamma-ray data to focus on the ROMC and minimize the influence of the IC component
close to the Galactic center.
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Figure 5.3: Total gamma-ray counts
minus the predicted counts from point
sources. Thus, the image shows a pre-
diction for the diffuse gamma-ray emis-
sion. Contours are as in Figure 5.1, and
the stars indicate B stars near the ROMC
(from east to west: 22 Sco, S1, ρ Oph,
HD 147889, σ Sco). The color scale is the
















































Figure 5.4: Diffuse gamma-ray counts
from the ISM (central 10◦ of Figure 5.3)
versus AV tracers, where the color scale
represents the number of pixels. The ex-
tinction is cut off at 10 mag in order to
highlight the relationship at low extinc-
tion.
Three of the tracers correlate reasonably well with the gamma-ray counts above AV ∼ 0.5
mag. The Dobashi DSS extinction does not reach above AV ∼ 10 mag, as expected due the
limited optical star counts in highly extincted areas. The scatter is larger and the correlation
weaker for Dobashi 2MASS extinctions.
The τ353 and NICER extinctions correlate best with the gamma-ray counts, at least above
AV ≈ 1 mag. There appears to be some nonlinearities below AV ≈ 1, close to the effective
limit of both the Fermi and AV data.
Despite their relatively good correlation, coherent and large-scale spatial differences be-
tween them are apparent in the maps. To highlight the differences between the two, we
plot the difference AV (τ353)−AV (NICER) in Figure 5.5. Toward the highest integrated CO
intensities, such as around L1688 and L1689, a higher AV is estimated from τ353 than from
NICER. These spots are coincident with 1.1 mm continuum sources (Young et al. 2006),




















Figure 5.5: Difference in extinction de-
termined by τ353 and NICER. AV (τ353)
is multiplied by 0.89 in order to match
the low extinction regions and highlight
the differences. Contours represent WCO
emission and symbols are nearby B stars,




















Figure 5.6: The number of 2MASS stars
per 6′ pixel. The ROMC can be seen as a
relative deficit of stars. The blue circular
feature just south of the ROMC is masked
due Antares andthe enhancement west of
Antares is M4.Contours are as in Figure
5.1.
and may represent a bias in the τ353 maps. Some regions where the τ353 extinction is lower,
such as around the star ρ Oph north of L1688, exhibit both elevated dust temperatures and
lower dust emissivity power law indices (β), indicative of varying dust properties. These
spots, however, may also suffer from a sampling bias in the NICER procedure. Sub-pixel
scale structure, particularly toward highly extincted areas, will preferentially allow starlight
to pass through relatively diffuse gaps in the cloud, thus biasing the 2MASS extinctions
downward. A stellar density map (Figure 5.6) confirms that these areas show marked decre-
ments. Lombardi (2009) developed the NICEST algorithm to quantitatively address this
issue, which we comment on further in a later subsection.



















































Figure 5.7: Observed versus predicted gamma-ray counts for the model and for diffuse
components of the model for NICER (left) and τ353 (right). The black dots are the data
and the black line is the sum of all model components. The AV tracer and IC components
dominate the integrated gamma-ray emission across the entire ROI.
5.3.2 Model Component Contributions and Significance
Over the whole ROI, the gas components ( AV tracers) dominate the gamma-ray spectrum.
While the AV templates contribute to the gamma-ray emission more than the additional
21 cm template alone by over an order of magnitude, the H I component is still detected at
a statistically significant level. This result suggests that the AV map does not completely
trace the ISM. H II also contributes less than an order of magnitude towards the total
predicted gamma-ray counts, seen for both the NICER and the τ353 tracers in Fig 5.7. These
spectra are integrated across the entire region. Both the AV and IC components dominate
the counts spectrum, while the isotropic component contributes an order of magnitude less.
Both H I and H II components contribute significantly less than the AV component. They
are also spatially uncorrelated with the ROMC. Thus, we establish that AV traces most of
the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the ISM. However, H I and H II are still required when
integrating across the entire ROI.
Table 5.1 lists the results from the gamma-ray likelihood analysis for the diffuse emission.
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Table 5.1: Results for extinction tracers
Normalization
MODEL TSa AV Tracer H I IC Isotropic Bubbles H II×102
τ353 89 1.06± 0.01 0.29± 0.02 2.34± 0.03 1 1.30± 0.05 0.04± 0.07
NICEST -691 0.44± 0.01 0.13± 0.02 3.37± 0.03 1 0.80± 0.05 7± 1
NICER -1609 0.43± 0.01 · · · 3.75± 0.02 1 0.30± 0.05 6± 1
Dobashi DSS -3265 0.55± 0.01 1.10± 0.02 2.15± 0.03 1 1.57± 0.06 1± 1
Dobashi 2MASS -12556 1.11± 0.01 1.34± 0.01 2.56± 0.03 1 · · · · · ·
The various dust tracers compared to the Fermi diffuse model and associated component
normalizations ordered by TS.
a. Model likelihood for the entire ROI compared to the − lnL of the Fermi diffuse model
after removing the two point sources associated with the ROMC.
The normalization for the IC contribution is notably high (greater than unity) in all cases.
Although this may also indicate a poor choice of GALPROP inputs, it is unimportant to our
discussion of the cloud structure given the lack of small-scale structure in the IC emission
over the ROI.
The TS value listed in Table 5.1 compares each model to the Fermi diffuse model, where
the baseline model analyzes the ULTRACLEAN VETO data class and includes: the IC from
GALPROP galdef file “54 77Xvarh7S”, the isotropic component normalization fixed at unity,
the Fermi bubbles, H I , and H II . Again, none of the models include the two confused point
sources coincident with L1688. A positive TS value represents a better fit considering the
entire ROI. It is important to note that for extended emission and large fields, judging the
fit from this TS value alone can be misleading. In trying to determine which gas template
recovers the cloud emission best, we examine not only the TS value across the ROI, but
also TS maps and residual maps, described below. Only the model with τ353 has a higher
likelihood across the ROI than the Fermi diffuse model, with TS = 89. The higher TS
stems almost entirely from accounting for the additional gamma-ray emission in L1688.
The Galactic center excess, which is accounted for in the Fermi diffuse model, is another
significant contributor to the likelihood differences when considering the entire ROI.
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Table 5.2: Systematic Uncertainties
Model Data Cut IC Iso Bubbles H I H II Total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
τ353 3.5 0.2 0.4 2.2 15.8 0.1 16.3
NICER 8.8 6.5 2.1 2.7 6.3 0.8 13.1
NICEST 5.9 3.9 0.1 0.8 9.5 0.1 11.9
Dobashi DSS 7.9 0.6 0.0 2.9 16.9 0.1 18.9
Dobashi 2MASS 11.9 5.7 2.6 4.9 57 1.7 58.8
Absolute value of the differences in AV normalization among all models fitted for each AV , as
a percent difference from the baseline model. Column (1) Data Cut compares the SOURCE
versus ULTRACLEAN VETO data cuts; Column (2) IC compares the two IC templates
calculated from GALPROP; Column (3) Iso compares whether the isotropic component was
fixed at one or set as a free parameter; Columns (4) – (6) compare the baseline model to
those that omit the Fermi Bubbles, HI, or HII components, respectively; Column (7) Total
is calculated by adding the other columns in quadrature.
To quantify the importance of the various diffuse model components, we alternately mod-
ify each component in the model or change the gamma-ray data cut. We report the maximum
percentage difference from the baseline model in Table 5.2. The dominant systematic un-
certainty occurs when H I is not included in the model. The IC contribution in many cases
is competitive with the AV component, which is a consequence of its near isotropy over the
ROI – it contributes to every pixel – and the strong expected IC signal towards the Galactic
center. This is also seen in the predicted gamma-ray counts spectra in Figure 5.7. The other
model components, such as the isotropic background and Fermi bubbles, contribute very
little to the emission. In fact, the reduced photon statistics used to fit these components can
make it difficult to spatially or spectrally distinguish them. The covariance matrix resulting
from gtlike fits also indicates significant correlations between these weaker components.
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5.3.3 Residual and TS Maps
The counts map is subtracted from the model generated from gtmodel, which which con-
volves the model with the exposure, point spread function, and instrument response function,
to generate a residual map. Regions where the model underestimates the emission, then,




The Fermi Galactic diffuse model, omitting the confused point sources 3FGL J1628.2-2431c
and 3FGL J1626.2-2428c, produces a significant gamma-ray residual around L1688 (Figure
5.8). When included, these point sources have TS values of 305 and 189, and photon indices
of −3.0 and −2.2 for the eastern and western sources, respectively. Such TS values indicate
their significance. Their photon indices and lack of variability are typical for ISM emission.
It is unclear why the Fermi diffuse model results in such a substantial residual at the CO
emission peak of the ROMC, when it incorporates the Dame et al. (2001) CO map.
Figure 5.9 shows that τ353 and NICER perform significantly better – that is, have fewer
and smaller spatially coherent residuals – than either Dobashi map, and better than the
Fermi diffuse model near L1688. The NICER template underestimates the gamma-ray
emission in the densest part of the ROMC, inside the western WCO = 50 K km s
−1 contour.
The τ353 model overestimates the emission within the eastern WCO = 50 K km s
−1 contour
near the L1689 cluster and the B star 22 Sco, and underestimates the gamma-ray emission
just north of L1688 around the B star ρ Ophiuchi. Both of the Dobashi maps show significant,
structured, positive and negative residuals across the entire ROI. These failures occur in both
high and low density regions. The Galactic center excess is also seen in the southeast corner.
While this signal is accounted for in the Fermi Galactic diffuse model, it is not included in
our gas templates. It is thus a persistent residual in this study, but also physically distinct




















Figure 5.8: Residual significance map for the Fermi diffuse model smoothed with a 0.◦2
Gaussian kernel. The yellow stars mark the positions of the two confused point sources in
the 3FGL, and contours are as in Figure 5.1.
from the emission of the ROMC. τ353 reproduces the gamma-ray emission from the Galactic
center region better than NICER or NICEST, which gives τ353 the highest TS value in Table
5.1
To further quantify the significance of the spatial residuals, we show TS maps for the
Fermi diffuse model, NICER, and τ353 in Figure 5.10. The TS maps focus on the immediate
region around L1688. The gttsmap routine places a point source at each pixel and evaluates
its TS compared to the null. While the TS map can achieve higher resolution than the
residual maps, the improvement of adding a point source can be assessed only if the original
model underestimates the gamma-ray counts. The τ353 and NICER models used to make
the TS maps include the H I component, but not the Fermi bubbles. Because the Fermi
bubbles template is isotropic across the ROI, it does not affect the structure of the TS maps.
The TS map for NICEST shows the least structure, and thus it does not significantly
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Figure 5.9: Residual significance maps for τ353 (top left), NICER (top right), Dobashi 2MASS
(bottom left), and Dobashi DSS (bottom right) smoothed with 0.◦2 Gaussian kernel. Contours
are as in Figure 5.1.
underestimate the gamma-ray emission within the ROMC. The TS map for the Fermi diffuse
model, τ353, and NICER contain a regions of very high TS values near L1688, similar to its
residual map. The τ353 model fails to the north of L1688 around the B star system ρ Ophiuchi
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Figure 5.10: TS maps for the Fermi Galactic diffuse model (top left), the NICER extinction
model (top right), the τ353 model (bottom left), and the NICEST extinction model (bottom
right). All images have the same color scale. Contours and symbols are as in Figure 5.3.
(note again that the overestimate near L1689 is not captured in the TS map). The TS map
for the NICER model primarily indicates a failure in the densest regions of the ROMC.
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5.3.4 Cosmic Ray Sources in the ROMC
The NICER model appears to be the best overall fit for the ROMC based on the spatial
residuals and integrated values of the TS maps. The lone residual appears in the densest
part of the ROMC near L1688. An exciting possibility is that the young star-forming region
could be a source of CRs, although a more likely explanation for the residual gamma-ray
signal is improper modeling of the ISM. As mentioned before, there is a known bias for
photometric extinction methods to underestimate the column density towards dense regions.
Indeed, the underestimate at L1688 is most severe for the Dobashi DSS template, which
is expected given the quicker saturation of the optical extinction. Using the Dobashi DSS
template, we insert a point source with a power law spectrum into the model at the location
of L1688, which returns a TS value of 460, a photon index of −2.48, and flux of 2.38× 10−8
photons cm−2 s−1. We would expect a harder photon index from freshly accelerated CRs,
but this putative source merely resembles the two confused 3FGL sources and typical ISM
emission.
As mentioned before, small-scale cloud structure allows starlight to pass through rela-
tively diffuse gaps in the clouds, thus causing a downward bias in extinction from the NICER
and Dobashi methods. Lombardi (2009) found this effect to be most severe in the thickest
regions of a cloud where there is a distinct decrease in star counts (Figure 5.6). In response,
Lombardi (2009) developed the NICEST algorithm, which compensates for this bias using
the star counts themselves.
To check for this bias, we model the gamma-ray observations from the ROMC with the
NICEST map from Juvela & Montillaud (2016). The model excludes the Fermi bubbles.
As shown in Figure 5.10, there are no significant gamma-ray residuals in the ROMC; the TS
map shows no missing sources. Thus L1688 can be well modeled simply with diffuse emission
templates. This result implies that L1688 is not an important local CR acceleration site. The



























Figure 5.11: (Left) Dust temperature in K and (right) dust emissivity power law index β
around the ROMC as determined by Planck . Contours are as in Figure 5.1.
NICEST extinction map yields the best recovery of the gamma-ray data of all the models
tested in this study.
The Planck τ353 model underestimates the gamma-ray emission toward the ρ Ophiuchi
star system, but overestimates the emission toward L1689 and 22 Sco. It may be that
embedded hot stars alter the optical properties of the dust, causing a systematic offset in
τ353. The region of high TS for the τ353 model in Figure 5.10 is coincident with elevated dust
temperatures (Figure 5.11). The locations of other embedded young stars, especially near
L1688, similarly correspond to hot dust and variations in β (Figure 5.11). So while τ353,
including H I , seems to be a reasonable model in diffuse regions across the ROI, towards
dense regions – especially those with embedded hot stars – the degeneracy between dust
temperature and the dust spectral index may hamper its universality as a column density
tracer.
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5.4 Conclusions
We modeled the gamma-ray emission of the ROMC with different AV tracers in order to
determine which most accurately estimates column density in molecular clouds. Infrared
dust optical depth at 353 GHz correlates well with the gamma-ray emission over the entire
20◦ × 20◦ ROI, and even toward L1688, but may suffer some small systematic effects due to
varying dust properties around embedded hot stars. Without correcting for the downward
extinction bias caused by small-scale structure in very dense regions, the NICER method
clearly underestimates the gamma-ray emission, and thus the column density, towards the
dense core around L1688. The NICEST method attempts to correct for biases due to high
extinction. As a result, NICEST most successively estimates the total gas column density
as traced by the gamma-ray emission.
NICER, NICEST, and τ353 all suffer from noise constraints at low extinction, and thus
cannot trace the ISM in low density regions. For NICER and NICEST, this is due to the
intrinsic spread in stellar colors. τ353 suffers from uncertainties in modeling the infrared
spectrum. The gamma-ray fit is improved significantly by including an H I component. This
result verifies the claim that a combination of H I and far IR dust emission better traces AV
than either alone (Peek 2013).
We are able to recover all of the diffuse gamma-ray emission in the ROMC with templates
based on gas or dust emission and/or extinction measurements. We find no evidence for any
additional sources of CRs. Specifically, the young star cluster L1689 does not appear to be
a significant CR acceleration site.
Chapter 6
Probes of Cosmic Ray Density
Now that we are more confident in our estimates of column density, we can accurately
determine the CR density through gamma-ray observations. Our goal is to search for CR
density gradients near the Solar System. To isolate nearby targets, we observe individual
molecular clouds at high Galactic latitude. Torres et al. (2005) suggested that molecular
clouds should present a significant source of gamma-rays, based off of previous large-scale
CO surveys (Magnani et al. 1996; Hartmann et al. 1998; Magnani et al. 2000; Dame et al.
2001). They are, therefore, suitable targets to probe the CR distribution.
6.1 Point-like Probes
Molecular clouds at high Galactic latitude represent an abundant source of gamma-rays due
to interactions with CRs (Digel et al. 1996; Abdo et al. 2010a; Ackermann et al. 2012a,c,d;
Mart́ı et al. 2013). High latitude clouds are primarily low mass and harbor little to no active
star formation (see McGehee 2008 for a review). They are also often relatively isolated
from localized CR acceleration sites such as supernova remnants or OB associations. Thus,
their gamma-ray emission should reflect the steady-state CR density and spectrum of the
67
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surrounding region in the Galaxy. These clouds are all nearby with most having a distance
d . 350 pc for |b| > 25◦, given a scale height of 150 pc (Magnani et al. 1996). High
latitude clouds therefore represent potentially pristine probes of the CR spectrum in the
solar neighborhood.
Dark gas is expected in photodissociation regions and diffuse clouds exposed to the
interstellar radiation field. Because CO self-shields less efficiently and has a lower dissociation
energy than H2 , CO dissociation occurs deeper into a cloud (i.e., to higher AV ). Therefore,
between 1 < AV < 5, CO fails to trace H2 linearly (van Dishoeck & Black 1988; Wolfire
et al. 2010). Clouds in this range of AV are classified as “translucent” (van Dishoeck &
Black 1988), and represent most molecular clouds at high latitude (Magnani et al. 1996).
Translucent clouds tend to be smaller and less dense than giant molecular clouds, but should
be much more numerous (Magnani et al. 1985).
Here, we describe our survey of 93 molecular clouds. Previously, a pilot survey based
on 9 high latitude, translucent molecular clouds in order to investigated the systematic
uncertainties in the gamma-ray flux and provide a proof-of-principle for the full survey
(Abrahams & Paglione 2015).
6.2 Survey Description
Our survey includes 93 clouds in total. A complete, blind survey of the entire high latitude
sky was computationally prohibitive. The clouds are all in regions with 25◦ ≤ |b| ≤ 70◦ and
CO emission ≥ 2σ above the Planck noise threshold. The clouds were required to have
more than 10 contigous pixels of CO emission. Even still, any false positive clouds may be
used a control regions in the gamma-ray analysis, as described below.
Any CO emission around the Galactic poles is indistinguishable from noise. A cloud
is defined here as any connected group of pixels with CO emission (Figure 6.1). Often,
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Figure 6.1: WCO (K km s
−1) from four clouds from the full survey.
there are regions with multiple clouds in one ROI, which leads to overlapping ROIs for the
gamma-ray analysis. While these ROIs may not provide entirely independent measures of
the gamma-ray emissivities, they do serve to reduce uncertainties by providing overlapping
ROIs, as discussed further later.
In addition, we choose a region devoid of large-scale gas and dust emission by visual
inspection of the Planck CO map and the color excess map of Abergel et al. (2014). This
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Figure 6.2: Distances to the clouds with data from Lallement et al. (2014) in three linearly
independent projections: XY, XZ, and YZ directions. The Solar System is represented as
the red square in the center of each image.
region, centered on Galactic coordinates (`, b) = (250◦, 30◦), is used to test the false detection
rate of gamma-ray emission from CO or dark gas.
While the distance is not required for gamma-ray fitting, it is necessary to determine
potential CR gradients. Many, but not all, of the clouds have masses estimated in prior
surveys, (e.g., Magnani et al. 1996). Therefore, we calculated distances from two separate
sources: Lallement et al. (2014) and Schlafly et al. (2014a). Both data sets are 3D cubes,
with two axes designating Galactic coordinates and the third axis distance modulus. The
data are differential color excess per distance (Lallement et al. 2014; Schlafly et al. 2014a).
For both data sets, the distance was determined to be that with the largest gradient in
extinction. Schlafly et al. (2014a) used photometry from the Panoramic Survey Telescope and
Rapid Response System (PanSTARRS) survey. Due to the large number of stars observed,
they were able to statistically determine the extinction to different distances by fitting for
spectral types, absolute magnitudes, and other relevant quantities. Assuming a correct
spectral determination, the observed photometry can be compared to a set of template
photometric points. Then, assuming a dust reddening law, the extinction can be determined.
For this study, we use distances from Lallement et al. (2014), primarily due to complete-
ness (Table 6.1). Schlafly et al. (2014a) uses PanSTARRS data, which is located in Hawaii,
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and does not see 100% of the sky. A number of our clouds are located outside this footprint
of PanSTARRS, thus the survey cannot determine the distance to these clouds.
The two datasets broadly agree on the distribution of the clouds. There is, however,
a significant systematic shift between the two. We can see the distributions of clouds for
both datasets in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 for Lallement et al. (2014) and Schlafly et al. (2014a),
respectivelyX, Y , and Z are also referred to as U , V , and W .
Figure 6.3: Distances to the clouds with Schlafly et al. (2014a) in the XY, XZ, and YZ
directions. The Solar System is represented as the red square in the center of each image.
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Table 6.1: Cloud Properties
Cld l b Peak H I Peak WCO Peak AV,res Distance
Num deg deg 10+21 cm−2 K km s−1 mag pc
1 4.2 35.5 1.24+0.09−0.19 25.16± 0.55 10.07± 0.04 121± 10
2 5.6 36.5 1.20+0.08−0.18 22.62± 0.54 21.64± 0.06 78± 2
3 9.9 -28.4 0.89+0.06−0.13 4.85± 0.47 0.49± 0.02 81± 10
4 11.6 36.3 0.86+0.06−0.13 4.89± 0.48 0.78± 0.02 157± 23
5 36.4 -57.3 0.33+0.02−0.05 2.17± 0.45 0.30± 0.00 130± 33
6 37.9 44.5 0.55+0.04−0.08 4.72± 0.46 0.78± 0.01 58± 2
7 45.0 -36.4 0.99+0.07−0.15 2.35± 0.45 0.60± 0.02 145± 5
8 56.9 -44.2 0.63+0.04−0.09 3.92± 0.45 0.52± 0.02 86± 20
9 61.1 -34.1 0.66+0.05−0.10 2.82± 0.44 0.43± 0.01 117± 2
10 66.8 -28.4 0.77+0.05−0.11 2.90± 0.43 0.38± 0.01 441± 25
11 69.8 -30.8 0.64+0.04−0.10 2.73± 0.42 0.41± 0.01 164± 12
12 71.8 -42.8 0.62+0.04−0.09 2.81± 0.45 0.74± 0.02 118± 2
13 74.2 -49.0 0.59+0.04−0.09 2.87± 0.45 0.29± 0.01 146± 11
14 90.8 38.2 0.14+0.01−0.02 3.97± 0.25 0.59± 0.00 116± 36
15 91.6 -37.8 0.58+0.04−0.09 7.45± 0.43 0.64± 0.02 82± 5
16 92.0 -30.4 0.62+0.04−0.09 4.58± 0.41 0.63± 0.02 147± 7
17 92.7 36.5 0.15+0.01−0.02 1.88± 0.19 0.32± 0.00 143± 8
18 93.9 -32.0 0.63+0.04−0.09 4.52± 0.42 0.90± 0.02 120± 10
19 96.7 -29.7 0.71+0.05−0.11 3.17± 0.42 0.34± 0.01 119± 15
20 101.9 -27.7 0.65+0.05−0.10 5.45± 0.43 0.57± 0.01 172± 27
21 102.3 -60.2 0.32+0.02−0.05 1.38± 0.47 0.02± 0.00 191± 15
22 102.3 -56.3 0.48+0.03−0.07 1.06± 0.47 0.01± 0.00 154± 23
23 102.6 -28.9 0.62+0.04−0.09 5.17± 0.43 0.44± 0.02 110± 22
24 103.2 -26.3 0.64+0.04−0.10 6.02± 0.43 0.77± 0.01 159± 15
25 103.8 -39.2 0.52+0.04−0.08 5.65± 0.45 0.77± 0.02 130± 35
26 103.8 -31.5 0.57+0.04−0.09 3.61± 0.44 0.55± 0.02 159± 13
27 105.9 -38.5 0.42+0.03−0.06 5.33± 0.45 0.54± 0.01 161± 27
28 108.7 -52.2 0.80+0.06−0.12 5.03± 0.47 0.81± 0.03 80± 12
29 109.5 -37.9 0.49+0.03−0.07 2.10± 0.46 0.43± 0.01 80± 9
30 116.3 -44.8 0.49+0.03−0.07 4.39± 0.49 0.41± 0.01 125± 10
31 117.6 -52.6 0.60+0.04−0.09 2.76± 0.49 0.70± 0.01 161± 19
32 119.0 27.9 0.61+0.04−0.09 3.15± 0.32 0.48± 0.02 135± 4
33 122.5 30.5 0.62+0.04−0.09 2.56± 0.34 0.89± 0.02 122± 19
34 126.3 32.7 0.76+0.05−0.11 3.61± 0.33 0.79± 0.02 182± 30
35 127.3 -69.9 0.68+0.05−0.10 4.90± 0.47 0.52± 0.01 124± 8
36 131.4 -46.1 0.47+0.03−0.07 13.08± 0.53 1.05± 0.01 162± 31
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Table 6.1: Cloud Properties
Cld l b Peak H I Peak WCO Peak AV,res Distance
Num deg deg 10+21 cm−2 K km s−1 mag pc
37 134.7 -45.0 0.51+0.04−0.08 6.78± 0.54 0.50± 0.02 157± 12
38 136.7 -68.5 0.74+0.05−0.11 2.00± 0.48 0.61± 0.02 122± 35
39 142.0 35.3 0.23+0.02−0.03 2.70± 0.38 0.63± 0.01 63± 3
40 143.0 38.3 0.50+0.04−0.08 5.20± 0.38 0.72± 0.02 105± 17
41 145.6 -49.7 0.54+0.04−0.08 5.38± 0.55 0.30± 0.01 97± 15
42 145.8 -39.3 1.04+0.07−0.16 7.77± 0.60 0.92± 0.02 200± 17
43 146.8 40.5 0.40+0.03−0.06 6.76± 0.39 0.45± 0.02 62± 2
44 148.4 -49.8 0.58+0.04−0.09 3.12± 0.55 0.50± 0.01 144± 29
45 148.4 -48.7 0.66+0.05−0.10 3.12± 0.53 0.73± 0.01 134± 6
46 148.4 38.3 0.41+0.03−0.06 3.50± 0.39 0.47± 0.02 126± 3
47 151.3 -38.4 1.20+0.08−0.18 10.76± 0.59 0.79± 0.03 89± 17
48 152.1 -25.3 1.25+0.09−0.19 4.12± 0.53 0.30± 0.02 101± 19
49 153.5 36.6 0.38+0.03−0.06 6.65± 0.41 0.56± 0.02 84± 14
50 156.6 -45.1 0.86+0.06−0.13 4.53± 0.61 0.27± 0.01 76± 9
51 158.1 -33.5 1.45+0.10−0.22 22.77± 0.53 5.27± 0.07 149± 26
52 159.9 -30.9 1.41+0.10−0.21 6.47± 0.53 0.58± 0.04 84± 3
53 160.4 -35.3 1.26+0.09−0.19 14.59± 0.54 2.25± 0.03 136± 7
54 161.5 -35.9 1.10+0.08−0.16 5.42± 0.54 2.87± 0.02 124± 7
55 161.6 -28.5 1.24+0.09−0.19 3.74± 0.54 0.50± 0.02 156± 9
56 163.4 -28.0 1.17+0.08−0.18 4.11± 0.55 0.49± 0.02 116± 30
57 163.5 -43.5 1.26+0.09−0.19 2.74± 0.57 0.48± 0.02 143± 8
58 164.8 -25.7 1.11+0.08−0.17 9.59± 0.56 0.39± 0.03 48± 2
59 166.4 -44.6 1.09+0.08−0.16 6.68± 0.56 0.47± 0.02 143± 23
60 167.4 -26.3 1.34+0.09−0.20 8.40± 0.56 0.49± 0.03 144± 6
61 167.6 -44.2 1.18+0.08−0.18 3.44± 0.54 0.47± 0.02 125± 14
62 167.6 -38.0 1.84+0.13−0.28 4.93± 0.53 0.75± 0.04 118± 11
63 169.1 -45.7 0.92+0.06−0.14 3.62± 0.55 0.32± 0.02 124± 10
64 170.3 -42.8 2.04+0.14−0.31 7.33± 0.53 0.47± 0.03 156± 12
65 171.2 -35.9 2.41+0.17−0.36 4.23± 0.53 1.14± 0.06 118± 20
66 171.5 -37.6 2.30+0.16−0.35 5.65± 0.53 1.97± 0.06 235± 33
67 172.1 -40.2 2.21+0.15−0.33 3.97± 0.53 0.81± 0.03 125± 26
68 172.8 -36.4 2.49+0.17−0.37 5.69± 0.53 0.97± 0.05 128± 14
69 173.3 -40.0 1.81+0.13−0.27 3.56± 0.53 0.75± 0.03 193± 20
70 173.6 -41.6 1.88+0.13−0.28 4.37± 0.53 1.08± 0.03 142± 18
71 175.2 -25.1 2.26+0.16−0.34 3.98± 0.56 0.65± 0.05 114± 20
72 175.4 -38.8 1.55+0.11−0.23 3.30± 0.53 0.49± 0.03 138± 25
73 177.3 -38.9 1.56+0.11−0.23 4.70± 0.53 0.70± 0.03 151± 5
74 179.2 -29.1 1.75+0.12−0.26 2.15± 0.51 0.44± 0.03 157± 3
75 179.5 -25.7 1.99+0.14−0.30 5.25± 0.52 0.90± 0.06 165± 6
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Table 6.1: Cloud Properties
Cld l b Peak H I Peak WCO Peak AV,res Distance
Num deg deg 10+21 cm−2 K km s−1 mag pc
76 181.0 -27.3 2.10+0.15−0.32 6.12± 0.55 1.38± 0.06 111± 17
77 181.2 -28.5 1.96+0.14−0.29 4.88± 0.55 1.37± 0.05 160± 17
78 182.1 -30.9 1.37+0.10−0.21 7.49± 0.51 1.10± 0.03 161± 10
79 184.6 -30.9 1.21+0.08−0.18 4.03± 0.52 0.36± 0.03 79± 3
80 185.4 -34.6 1.35+0.09−0.20 5.48± 0.55 0.53± 0.03 151± 14
81 186.4 -32.2 1.30+0.09−0.20 7.73± 0.51 0.72± 0.04 247± 27
82 189.5 -36.5 1.52+0.11−0.23 7.29± 0.54 1.62± 0.05 209± 15
83 192.2 -26.6 1.19+0.08−0.18 3.81± 0.50 0.67± 0.02 80± 41
84 206.7 -26.3 0.81+0.06−0.12 13.50± 0.49 4.21± 0.02 61± 2
85 211.0 -36.6 0.60+0.04−0.09 10.54± 0.48 5.80± 0.04 126± 32
86 278.7 -33.3 0.60+0.04−0.09 2.96± 0.17 2.57± 0.01 154± 14
87 280.9 -31.3 0.73+0.05−0.11 5.49± 0.16 2.66± 0.03 172± 13
88 286.5 62.8 0.15+0.01−0.02 1.36± 0.48 0.08± 0.00 173± 19
89 295.2 -36.4 0.79+0.06−0.12 2.30± 0.25 0.28± 0.01 143± 2
90 300.7 -31.9 0.83+0.06−0.12 2.99± 0.31 0.43± 0.01 236± 23
91 305.9 -34.1 0.93+0.07−0.14 2.50± 0.36 0.94± 0.02 158± 7
92 308.6 -32.5 0.95+0.07−0.14 6.24± 0.36 0.53± 0.02 149± 7
93 314.0 -29.1 1.16+0.08−0.17 17.36± 0.36 4.30± 0.04 48± 2
ctrla 250.0 30.0 < 2.46± 0.7 · · · · · ·
Notes: Clouds listed in order of Galactic longitude. The H I WCO , and AV,res peak
emission is the maximum emission from within a 2◦ × 2◦ region around the given
coordinates.
a Control region, chosen to be devoid of both CO and significant amounts of AV,res .
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Figure 6.4: WCO emission around Cloud 56. MBM 12 is the cloud in the lower-right corner,
Perseus lies toward the upper-right corner, and Taurus is in the upper-left of the image. The
target cloud lies in the middle of the image. The units are WCO (K km s
−1).
An issue which first appeared in Abrahams & Paglione (2015) is that of multiple molecular
clouds within the same ROI. An example is shown in Figure 6.4. This will hamper the
interpretation of both the CO emissivity of the target cloud as well as the significance of the
detection without further modification of the gas templates. While this issue may contribute
to the systematic uncertainty, the chief concern is that the method adds additional degrees
of freedom which are not linearly independent. This is discussed further in Section 6.3.
Figure 6.5 shows all 93 regions selected and analyzed. The images show the observed
gamma-ray counts of the immediate region around the target cloud with CO contours to
outline the clouds. The cloud properties are listed in Table 6.1. Some of the target clouds lie
in a region with a significant amount of gamma-ray emission, generally due to the presence
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Figure 6.5: Gamma-ray counts maps with CO contours at 1 K km s−1 and 5 K km s−1,
zoomed into the central 4◦ × 4◦ to emphasize the target cloud. The colors range from zero
to 20 counts.
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Figure 6.5b. Continued
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Figure 6.5c. Continued
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Figure 6.5d. Continued
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Figure 6.5e. Continued
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Figure 6.5f. Continued
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Figure 6.5g. Continued
of a significant amount of H I (e.g., Clouds 1, 65, and 75). Other regions barely seem to
contain measurable CO emission.
6.3 Gamma-ray Analysis
The pilot survey was published in 2015 (Abrahams & Paglione 2015) and the work was
completed with Pass7Reprocessed data and point sources from the 2FGL. Therefore, older
versions of the analysis tools, point source catalog, and isotropic template were used for
the pilot survey. The analysis in the following Chapters follows Chapter 3. Specifically,
the version v9r27p1 of the analysis tools, the 3FGL for the point sources, and the Pass8
spectrum for the isotropic background were all used.
Our model of the ISM contains four components, as described in Chapter 4: (1) low
velocity H I , (2) intermediate- and high-velocity H I , CO, and dark gas. Chapter 5 revealed
τ353 to best trace regions of the ISM with AV ≥ 1 mag. Lower extinction regions were
traced with an H I template. We chose to trace the high extinction, molecular gas with two
components in order to analyze the chemistry of the molecular clouds and to compare our
results directly with previous results from Fermi . The dark gas is traced by removing the
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H I and CO contributions to τ353. The target clouds are all far from any high mass stars, thus
avoiding major systematic uncertainties in τ353. Additionally, there are not enough stars at
high latitudes for the NICER and NICEST algorithms to make a high resolution map.
We use six different models for this analysis to determine the significance of the gamma-
ray emission from the H2 and H I components. The baseline model, against which we
compare all others, contains all the neutral gas elements: H I , CO, and dark gas (CODG).
To check the significance of gamma-ray emission from the molecular cloud, we compare the
baseline model to one containing only H I (HI ). Two additional models are used to check
the significance of gamma-ray emission from CO and dark gas individually: one model with
H I and dark gas (DG) and another model with H I and CO (CO). To check whether the
gamma-ray emission comes from an extended source or a point source, the CO and dark
gas templates in the model are replaced with a point source located at the peak of the CO
emission (PS ). Finally, we test for any background point sources by adding one at the peak
CO emission in addition to H I , CO, and dark gas (CODGPS ). In the cases where there
are confused 3FGL sources in the center of the ROI, the confused point source was removed
from the model for every analysis.
Because molecular clouds tend to be found close to each other, we add one final model to
test the significance of the target cloud. We remove the target cloud from the CO template.
From the dark gas template, we only remove pixels with CO emission from the target cloud.
There is not yet a good way of unambiguously determining the boundary of the dark gas for
a single cloud. Some clouds may be part of a larger molecular complex, bridged by diffuse
molecular gas with little CO emission. In addition, this may merely represent systematic
uncertainties of the dark gas tracer as opposed to molecular gas. We can see an example of
this with clouds 1 and 2 in Figure 6.6. These clouds are MBM 36 and 37 and are embedded
in a region of higher H I column density. These new templates without the target cloud are
added in with all other diffuse components (noCld).
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Figure 6.6: WCO (K km s
−1) shown for Cloud 2 from the baseline model (left) and the model
nocld. The WCO emission from Cloud 2 has been removed from the nocld model.
6.4 MBM 12
MBM 12, or Cloud 51, is the best studied high latitude, translucent molecular cloud (e.g.,
Pound et al. 1990; Ingalls et al. 1994; Moriarty-Scieven et al. 1997; Timmermann et al. 1998).
It has the highest peak WCO of the sample and was tentatively identified as a blazar with a
“confused” designation in the Fermi 2-year catalog (2FGL J0257.9+2025c), though it was
not confused in the 4-year catalog (3FGL J0258.0+2030). It is also coincident with a radio
source from the 3rd MIT-Green Bank radio survey (MG3 J025805+2029). In the pilot survey
(Abrahams & Paglione 2015), we analyzed MBM 12 further.
Figure 6.7 shows the distribution of the gas in the region around MBM 12. Figure 6.8
shows the total number of gamma-rays detected in the region around MBM 12 over the time
period analyzed. A 3FGL source, coincident with a radio source, is located near the centroid
of the molecular cloud.
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Figure 6.7: Gas templates for MBM 12. top-left. Local H I column density in 1021 cm−2, top-
right. non-local H I column density in 1020 cm−2, bottom-left. WCO in K km s
−1, bottom-right.
the dark gas template, AV,res in magnitudes.
To establish the molecular cloud origin of the gamma-rays over an AGN source, we
perform both a spatial and a variability test. The spatial tests compare a fit with the
full model to a model where the CO and dark gas has been replaced with a point source
at the location of MBM 12, called TSEX. This tests whether the cloud is larger than the
point spread function, thus detected as extended, diffuse emission. We find that TSEX = 308
implies that the gamma-ray emission is extended. For the other spatial test, we add an extra
point source at the location of MBM 12 on top of the baseline model, called TSAGN. After




























Figure 6.8: Gamma-ray counts map for
MBM 12, smoothed with a σ = 0.5◦ gaus-
sian, with CO contours at WCO = 5, 10,
15, 20, and 25 K km s−1. The cyan
circles mark the positions of the signifi-
cant 2FGL point sources, and the black
× marks the position of a radio source
behind MBM 12.
Figure 6.9: Lightcurve of the total gas
flux from the MBM 12 ROI in mission
elapsed time (MET). The dashed line is
the flux determined by fitting the ROI
over the entire time range and the gray
shaded region is the statistical uncer-
tainty on this flux.
removing 3FGL J0258.0+2030, has TSAGN = 96 which supports the presence of the 3FGL
point source. The results from these two spatial tests argue in favor of the translucent cloud
origin of the gamma-ray emission. The interpretation of the other TS values are explained
further in Section 7.3.
For the variability test, we compare the gamma-ray flux in 15-week time bins to the flux
over a 58 month period. As MBM 12 lies far from possible cosmic ray acceleration sites, the
cosmic ray source is dominated by the mean steady-state diffusion of cosmic rays through
the Galaxy, and should be constant. As a result, significant variability in the gamma-ray flux
from MBM 12 would indicate a background AGN, which are the most common gamma-ray
sources at high latitude (Acero et al. 2015) and typically exhibit variability (Ackermann et
al. 2011b).
The lightcurve of MBM 12 is given in Figure 6.9 and is the sum of the gamma-ray
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Figure 6.10: Gamma-ray emissivity for CO versus emissivity for H I (left) and for dark
gas versus H I emissivities (right) in MBM 12 shows a linear relationship. The slope is




fluxes from H I , CO, and dark gas. By eye, they all appear to have constant emission over
the observed period. Time bins 4 and 5 as well as 10 and 11 were combined to minimize
uncertainties. The dashed line corresponds to the integrated flux found over the entire time
period, and the shaded region is the associated uncertainty. With 13 time bins, we find
χ213 = 1.1 when comparing the flux to a constant, implying that the gamma-ray flux from
MBM 12 is consistent with zero variability.
From the emissivities of MBM 12 in different energy bins given in Table 6.2, we plot
xCOqCO versus xH I qH I as well as xAV,res qAV,res versus xH I qH I in each energy bin in Figure
6.10. We see a linear relationship, which gives us confidence that the cosmic ray flux at
MBM 12 is constant and penetrates through the entire cloud.
As the brightest source in the survey, we also use MBM 12 to test the validity of our
chosen energy range. Data analyzed in this region between 10 GeV to 100 GeV shows no
significant emission from molecular gas, with a TSH2(10− 100 GeV) = 4. Additionally, the
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Table 6.2: MBM 12 Parameters
Energies qH I qCO qAV,res ciso
(MeV)
250 – 400 3.24± 0.44+0.74−0.55 0.24± 0.09± 0.04 1.46± 0.26± 0.25 1.4± 0.2
400 – 630 2.45± 0.19+0.55−0.42 0.30± 0.05± 0.05 0.45± 0.14± 0.08 1.3± 0.2
630 – 1000 1.54± 0.15+0.35−0.26 0.21± 0.03± 0.03 0.33± 0.08± 0.06 1.3± 0.3
1000 – 1580 0.88± 0.04+0.20−0.15 0.08± 0.02± 0.01 0.22± 0.05± 0.04 1.0± 0.1
1580 – 2510 0.52± 0.07+0.12−0.09 0.07± 0.01± 0.01 0.09± 0.03± 0.02 —
2510 – 3980 0.19± 0.03+0.04−0.03 0.04± 0.01± 0.006 0.02± 0.01± 0.003 1.4± 0.4
3980 – 10000 0.08± 0.03+0.02−0.01 0.03± 0.01± 0.005 0.03± 0.01± 0.005 1.8± 0.5
Gamma-ray emissivities and the associated statistical and systematic uncertainties for the
gas templates. The isotropic component only includes statistical uncertainties. Non-local
H I and inverse Compton are not detected significantly in any individual energy bin and are
not included.
H I emissivity between 250 MeV and 100 GeV differs by only 5% from the H I emissivity
between 250 MeV and 10 GeV. This difference is well within the systematic uncertainty.




We are ultimately trying to probe for small effects, such as possible gradients in the cosmic
ray flux in the Solar neighborhood, so it is important to identify and characterize as many
sources of uncertainty as possible. Systematic errors introduced by the LAT instrument are
estimated to be around 10% (Nolan et al. 2012). They arise primarily from uncertainties in
the instrument response function, the energy determination of the photons, and the effective
area of the LAT. The uncertainties ISM tracers are smaller than those due to the LAT in-
strument. The remaining uncertainties are derived from the results of the likelihood analysis
on the clouds in the pilot survey.
In the gamma-ray models, non-local H I , CO, and dark gas each have one normalization
free parameter. In addition, the inverse Compton and isotropic emission templates include a
normalization term, bringing the total number of template free parameters to 6. Additional
hyperparameters are used to create the AV,res maps, e.g. velocity cutoff, spin temperature,
and are discussed below. Point sources add additional free parameters, and models with a
lot of free parameters tend to converge poorly or force a parameter to one of its limits, which
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skews the error calculation. Therefore, our analysis procedure removes weak point sources.
We test models with different initial values and find that when the models converge, the
resulting gamma-ray fluxes and photon indices typically vary by less than 10%. We take the
combined uncertainty due to the LAT systematics and the likelihood variations to be ∼15%.
Uncertainties in the calculation of the ISM templates propagate into uncertainties in the
gamma-ray model. The LAB survey measured the radiation roughly −400 km s−1 to +400
km s−1 around the 21 cm line with a sensitivity of 0.09 K (Kalberla et al. 2005). The high
velocity gas is all very far away while the low velocity gas is much closer, so we perform
a velocity cut of ±20 km s−1on the data to separate nearby gas from far. Most of the H I
emission in our clouds lies inside of this cutoff. The velocity cutoff is a fairly small source
of error. Generally, the higher velocity gas contributes at most 10% more column density.
High velocity gas, given its much farther distance, is expected to contribute little to the total
gamma-ray flux. When the higher velocity H I is significantly detected, the effect on the H I
flux of the cloud is < 10%.
In addition, the H I template suffers from uncertainty due to the assumed spin tem-
perature. Spin temperatures likely change across an ROI and even across an individual
cloud (Fukui et al. 2014a). We tested four spin temperatures: Tspin = 80 K, 125 K, 400 K,
and Tspin → ∞. The gamma-ray flux from H I changed less than 7% while the emissivity
decreased by 15% with increasing Tspin over the entire range of Tspin values.
Surrounding the molecular cloud may be a shell of optically thick H I with a very low
spin temperature, that also contributes to the dark gas phenomenon (Fukui et al. 2015;
Stanimirovic et al. 2014). Any unaccounted for H I due to a lower spin temperature than
the 125 K used should be captured in the AV,res map. This should not affect the H I emissivity
or gamma-ray flux by more than 5%, as the H I in the cloud accounts for less than 5% of
the total H I emission across the ROI.
The main uncertainties from the CO template comes from the 2σ cutoff used to remove
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noise, and the 13CO contamination of the Planck WCO data (Ade et al. 2014b). We tested a
1σ cutoff as well and saw emissivities and fluxes systematically lower by around 5%. This is
expected since the CO covers a larger area in the 1σ template versus the 2σ template. Yet
the distribution of CO does not change much; most of the difference between the 1σ and 2σ
templates is noise and distributed roughly uniformly around the map. Nearly the same flux
is being emitted from a larger amount of CO, therefore the emissivity decreases accordingly.
The AV,res map is a linear combination of the LAB HI map, the Planck CO map, and
the Abergel et al. (2014) color excess map, where the uncertainties for the color excess are
generally less than 8%, with an average across each ROI of less than 4%. The uncertainty in
the color excess dominates the AV,res errors over those of the H I and CO maps. The fluxes
and emissivities for CO and AV,res are insensitive to the change in spin temperature. Even
between the two extremes, Tspin = 80 K and Tspin →∞, the AV,res template changes by less
than 2% on average, which is much smaller than the uncertainties of the color excess map.
Additional uncertainties in the AV,res map arise in RV = AV /E(B − V ). While overall
variations in RV will not affect the H I emissivity, CO and dark gas emissivities may be
affected if RV varies across the ROI. RV = 3.1 in diffuse regions (Cardelli et al. 1989) but
increases to RV ≥ 4 in some molecular clouds (Vrba et al. 1993; Kandori et al. 2003). A
constant RV may underpredict the extinction values in molecular clouds by as much as 30%.
The uncertaintiy in the emissivity is not clear due to the relationship between AV,res and
WCO .
To study this effect, other dust templates may be more approprate. For example, a
properly scaled τ353 map is recommended for regions of higher AV (Abergel et al. 2014)
instead of the E(B − V ) map. This test was performed in the Chamaeleon region in Ade
et al. (2015a). Changing the dust map necessarily affects the AV,res map, and therefore
also the fitted and subsequently calculated quantities. We test both dust maps in MBM 12.
Comparing both models yields a TS = 2. Therefore neither E(B−V ) nor τ353 are preferred
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over the other. The AV,res emissivity changed by up to 30% while the H I and CO emissivities
changed by less than 5%. We quantify the effect of the dust template more thoroughly in
the full survey and defer that discussion to future work. We argue that with only 9 clouds
in our current sample, a 30% change in dark gas emissivity does not significantly affect the
results discussed in the next chapter.
Finally, we also tested a model using the dust map as the sole gas tracer for MBM 12.
Our choice of τ353 is discussed in Chapter 5. The dust model, however, does not reproduce
the gamma-ray data. The TS between model CODG and the model with dust alone is 175;
the dust model fits significantly worse than our baseline model, and exhibits large, structured
residuals in regions with CO and dark gas. This may be due to varying dust properties (Ade
et al. 2015a), a lack of sensitivity in dense regions, a limited range of applicability, or a
nonlinear response. This validates our combination of gas templates.
In sum, there a is 15% systematic uncertainty in the gamma-ray flux from both the
LAT instrument and the likelihood analysis along with an additional uncertainties in the
emissivities due to the choice of model of qH I
+17%
−8% , qCO ± 5%. For this document, we adopt
qAV,res ± 8%. While the adoption of Pass 8 data for the full survey should serve to re-
duce the instrumental systematic uncertainty somewhat, most of the uncertainty stems from
uncertainties in the gas templates.
7.2 Emissivity
The fitted emissivities for each ROI are reported in Table 7.1. Assuming the emissivities
are drawn from a normal distribution, the mean H I emissivity, shown as the dashed line in
Figure 7.1, was qH I (250 MeV – 10 GeV) = (10.87 ± 8.89)×10−27 photons s−1 sr−1 MeV−1
H-atom−1 and median, shown as the dotted line, was (8.67± 1.48)×10−27 photons s−1 sr−1
MeV−1 H-atom−1. This was calculated by multplying the normalization by the emissivity
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spectrum we used:




where E is in MeV. If we assume all emissivities should be the same, which is true if all
clouds are bathed in a constant CR flux, the mean H I emissivity was qH I (250 MeV – 10
GeV) = (10.87± 1.77)×10−27 photons s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 H-atom−1.
The results are consistent with the emissivities found in the Cygnus region, after adjusting
for the energy range, of (8.76±0.33)×10−27 (Ackermann et al. 2012a), and that found in the
region around the Cepheus/Polaris Flare, (9.2± 0.3)× 10−27 (Ackermann et al. 2012c). The
Chamaeleon region has been analyzed twice and the H I emissivity above 250 MeV was found
to be (7.2±0.1)×10−27 (Ackermann et al. 2012c) and (10.8±0.4)×10−27 (Ade et al. 2015a)
and the H I emissivity around R Coronae Australis was found to be (10.2 ± 0.4) × 10−27
(Ackermann et al. 2012c). These measurements are shown as the gray region in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 shows qH I sorted from highest-to-lowest along with the statistical plus system-
atic uncertainties determined in Section 7.1. Most measurements lie symmetrically around
the mean qH I with a 1σ range of 2.6×10−27 to 23.6×10−27 photons s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 H-atom−1.
The emissivities for the molecular gas tracers, the CO and dark gas, vary more sig-
nificantly. The CO component has an average emissivity of qCO(250 MeV – 10 GeV) =
(1.37±1.03)×10−6 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (K km s−1)−1 and median of (1.08±0.6)×10−6 pho-
tons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (K km s−1)−1, both of which are shown in Figure 7.2 as the dashed and dot-
ted lines respectively. The dark gas component has an average emissivity of qAV,res (250 MeV
– 10 GeV) = (1.14±0.60)×10−5 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 mag−1 and median (1.06±0.09)×10−5
photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 mag−1. Most measurements lie within the range of values measured
in previous studies. A few measurements lie below previous observations of qH I . This shows
either a real distribution of emissivities or additional systematic uncertainties, not previously
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Table 7.1: Emissivities
Cld Num l b qH I×10−27a qCO×10−6b qAV,res×10−6
c
1 4.2 35.5 9.46± 0.13 1.38± 0.09 10.91± 0.89
2 5.6 36.5 8.28± 0.30 1.37± 0.11 16.29± 0.84
3 9.9 -28.4 12.29± 4.58 1.28± 0.11 16.23± 0.94
4 11.6 36.3 4.97± 0.15 0.59± 0.04 12.00± 0.82
5 36.4 -57.3 19.83± 1.60 1.31± 0.03 9.32± 0.88
6 37.9 44.5 10.56± 0.55 0.81± 0.07 9.14± 0.91
7 45.0 -36.4 5.85± 1.68 1.78± 0.04 13.26± 0.57
8 56.9 -44.2 10.57± 0.38 0.30± 0.15 20.13± 1.77
9 61.1 -34.1 11.29± 3.08 1.65± 0.14 20.70± 1.14
10 66.8 -28.4 15.67± 2.23 2.38± 0.27 9.33± 0.92
11 69.8 -30.8 4.34± 0.11 5.50± 0.68 4.10± 0.92
12 71.8 -42.8 8.67± 1.63 0.02± 0.00 13.39± 1.42
13 74.2 -49.0 19.82± 2.64 2.55± 0.15 12.52± 0.48
14 90.8 38.2 13.90± 1.67 1.70± 0.05 16.75± 1.08
15 91.6 -37.8 10.71± 0.19 0.20± 0.27 22.64± 1.55
16 92.0 -30.4 0.09± 0.01 2.76± 0.15 9.65± 0.59
17 92.7 36.5 5.18± 2.91 2.70± 0.17 13.09± 0.76
18 93.9 -32.0 12.71± 2.28 1.50± 0.18 9.73± 0.80
19 96.7 -29.7 27.31± 2.63 1.98± 0.17 12.11± 0.63
20 101.9 -27.7 2.02± 0.63 0.70± 0.10 12.64± 0.81
21 102.3 -60.2 15.01± 0.00 1.13± 0.00 4.81± 0.00
22 102.3 -56.3 0.98± 1.19 0.59± 0.05 11.49± 0.66
23 102.6 -28.9 22.92± 2.80 2.54± 0.17 10.30± 0.62
24 103.2 -26.3 10.92± 0.20 2.86± 0.40 7.68± 1.70
25 103.8 -39.2 2.52± 0.77 0.88± 0.27 24.87± 1.74
26 103.8 -31.5 12.19± 0.58 1.01± 0.35 7.36± 1.28
27 105.9 -38.5 5.45± 3.50 2.41± 0.10 13.42± 0.35
28 108.7 -52.2 3.57± 2.95 0.92± 0.24 3.53± 1.78
29 109.5 -37.9 37.98± 3.12 0.44± 0.12 23.30± 1.27
30 116.3 -44.8 4.13± 1.32 1.50± 0.07 6.41± 0.85
31 117.6 -52.6 2.64± 1.61 0.29± 0.38 9.94± 1.36
32 119.0 27.9 10.59± 3.30 3.04± 0.16 5.94± 0.68
33 122.5 30.5 28.39± 3.27 2.36± 0.18 6.87± 0.63
34 126.3 32.7 8.35± 0.38 0.62± 0.29 6.99± 2.34
35 127.3 -69.9 10.07± 0.12 0.66± 0.09 15.22± 1.02
36 131.4 -46.1 4.46± 3.02 1.98± 0.06 14.54± 0.32
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Table 7.1: Emissivities
Cld Num l b qH I×10−27a qCO×10−6b qAV,res×10−6
c
37 134.7 -45.0 4.53± 2.69 0.02± 0.01 4.21± 1.90
38 136.7 -68.5 2.05± 0.86 0.02± 0.00 29.45± 1.27
39 142.0 35.3 8.41± 1.22 0.87± 0.10 13.52± 0.88
40 143.0 38.3 17.37± 2.37 0.05± 0.28 13.43± 1.17
41 145.6 -49.7 18.19± 2.75 1.97± 0.16 12.40± 0.64
42 145.8 -39.3 7.07± 0.88 0.65± 0.13 11.74± 0.86
43 146.8 40.5 13.25± 1.43 0.82± 0.08 14.52± 0.90
44 148.4 -49.8 3.05± 2.18 0.47± 0.45 14.08± 1.87
45 148.4 -48.7 0.97± 11.67 1.62± 0.22 5.68± 0.76
46 148.4 38.3 9.98± 0.12 0.74± 0.09 13.91± 1.01
47 151.3 -38.4 6.74± 3.22 1.05± 0.24 7.09± 1.82
48 152.1 -25.3 24.36± 2.54 2.71± 0.21 9.84± 0.63
49 153.5 36.6 7.22± 3.24 0.87± 0.24 4.83± 1.69
50 156.6 -45.1 59.53± 3.91 0.02± 0.01 16.16± 2.26
51 158.1 -33.5 17.60± 1.55 1.59± 0.04 14.51± 0.36
52 159.9 -30.9 9.30± 1.41 0.21± 0.26 0.36± 0.01
53 160.4 -35.3 20.54± 3.17 1.57± 0.52 18.03± 0.96
54 161.5 -35.9 5.67± 0.85 1.33± 0.03 9.38± 0.86
55 161.6 -28.5 10.73± 0.11 1.04± 0.21 18.41± 0.68
56 163.4 -28.0 16.79± 1.48 0.97± 0.03 9.46± 0.82
57 163.5 -43.5 10.99± 0.11 2.67± 0.14 9.43± 0.50
58 164.8 -25.7 4.29± 0.62 0.35± 0.35 7.10± 2.61
59 166.4 -44.6 8.69± 0.45 0.02± 0.01 23.45± 1.28
60 167.4 -26.3 7.28± 0.32 1.08± 0.62 11.49± 1.68
61 167.6 -44.2 22.99± 2.69 2.57± 0.17 7.31± 0.61
62 167.6 -38.0 18.25± 2.41 1.73± 0.17 13.17± 0.73
63 169.1 -45.7 21.17± 2.68 2.03± 0.20 13.92± 1.54
64 170.3 -42.8 8.05± 2.93 0.81± 0.83 3.97± 2.27
65 171.2 -35.9 27.42± 2.50 2.51± 0.17 9.87± 0.61
66 171.5 -37.6 4.94± 0.96 0.95± 0.05 11.10± 0.47
67 172.1 -40.2 10.36± 1.40 1.08± 0.04 10.34± 0.78
68 172.8 -36.4 3.00± 3.97 2.53± 0.18 2.88± 0.63
69 173.3 -40.0 5.09± 0.79 0.73± 0.09 7.82± 0.79
70 173.6 -41.6 8.67± 3.28 2.68± 0.13 13.40± 0.39
71 175.2 -25.1 22.92± 2.83 2.72± 0.19 8.44± 0.63
72 175.4 -38.8 2.42± 3.16 3.00± 0.14 14.67± 0.41
73 177.3 -38.9 13.56± 2.16 0.02± 0.00 17.94± 2.88
74 179.2 -29.1 19.59± 2.04 1.36± 0.85 8.21± 1.66
75 179.5 -25.7 21.19± 2.51 1.46± 0.81 9.30± 1.51
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Table 7.1: Emissivities
Cld Num l b qH I×10−27a qCO×10−6b qAV,res×10−6
c
76 181.0 -27.3 4.78± 2.11 1.58± 0.18 12.97± 0.78
77 181.2 -28.5 5.40± 1.13 0.20± 1.03 26.12± 2.54
78 182.1 -30.9 1.22± 0.56 1.75± 0.28 10.51± 0.76
79 184.6 -30.9 11.27± 0.38 3.41± 1.33 0.36± 0.00
80 185.4 -34.6 10.71± 0.26 0.02± 0.00 0.36± 0.00
81 186.4 -32.2 2.47± 0.59 0.89± 0.02 9.70± 0.35
82 189.5 -36.5 7.41± 0.68 0.44± 0.13 13.39± 0.85
83 192.2 -26.6 8.31± 0.38 2.87± 0.98 3.68± 2.12
84 206.7 -26.3 6.98± 1.50 0.44± 0.09 19.92± 1.01
85 211.0 -36.6 1.97± 0.83 0.31± 0.28 25.42± 1.52
86 278.7 -33.3 11.10± 2.37 1.51± 0.77 9.94± 2.49
87 280.9 -31.3 5.41± 0.18 1.01± 0.08 7.66± 0.42
88 286.5 62.8 11.18± 0.52 1.03± 0.30 10.95± 1.19
89 295.2 -36.4 4.95± 0.19 1.50± 0.47 2.25± 0.54
90 300.7 -31.9 5.16± 0.70 0.92± 0.03 10.59± 0.39
91 305.9 -34.1 4.28± 0.12 4.08± 0.57 5.59± 0.88
92 308.6 -32.5 7.01± 9.05 0.02± 0.00 0.36± 0.00
93 314.0 -29.1 4.14± 0.44 0.47± 0.35 7.03± 2.55
Emissivities from the gamma-ray model fit, calculated from the model by multiplying the
normalization xi by the local interstellar spectrum determined by Casandjian (2015),
integrated between 250 MeV and 10 GeV.
(`, b) in degrees.
a Units: photons s−1 sr−1 (H-atom)−1
b Units: photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1 (K km s−1)−1
c Units: photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1 mag−1
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Figure 7.1: Sorted H I emissivity (s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 (H-atom)−1) (left) and the emissivity
distribution (right). The dashed line represents the mean and dotted line is the median
emissivity, and the shaded region represents the emissivity range measured around individual
molecular clouds by Fermi (e.g., Ackermann et al. 2012a,c).
Figure 7.2: CO emissivity distribution (cm−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 (K km s−1)−1) (left) and DG
emissivity distribution (cm−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 (mag)−1) (right). The dashed lines are the
mean value for the CO and dark gas emissivity measurements and the dotted lines are the
medians. The gray region represents the range of measurements of individual clouds from
previous studies.
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accounted for.
The clouds with unusually low emissivities on both plots show regions in which CO or
dark gas are not significantly detected. These comprise a minority of targets, though CO
was not detected in significantly more regions than dark gas. This may reflect the ubiquity
of dark gas throughout the ISM.
The CO emissivity was found to be (3.01 ± 0.16) × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (K
km s−1)−1 in the Cygnus region while the clouds Chamaeleon, R Coronae Australis, and
Cepheus/Polaris flare have (1.04± 0.08)× 10−6, (1.9± 0.2)× 10−6, and (1.23± 0.05)× 10−6
photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1 (K km s−1)−1, respectively (Ackermann et al. 2012c). The dark
gas emissivity for all four regions was (2.75 ± 0.26) × 10−5 (Ackermann et al. 2012a) and
(1.36 ± 0.04) × 10−5, (2.3 ± 0.2) × 10−5, and (1.38 ± 0.08) × 10−5 photons cm−2 s−1 sr−1
mag−1 (Ackermann et al. 2012c), respectively. The range of measurements is shown as the
gray stripes in Figure 7.2, and shows that our results are consistent with the previously
found values, though with larger variation.
The emissivities for every ISM component vary by an order of magnitude. This indicates
either a significant variation in in CR density in different environments or, more likely, reveals
a deficiency in ISM modeling. Most clouds have H I emissivities within a factor of 2 of the
median value with a handful of outliers.
While there is no correlation between H I emissivity and either CO or dark gas emissivity,






AV,res = XCOWCO . However, from Equations 4.8 and 4.10




Thus, we should expect a (1/qH I ) behavior seen in Figure 7.3. Clouds with N(H2) > 10
21
cm−2 lie generally below the median emissivity and have large uncertainties in both N(H2 )
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Figure 7.3: (left) HI emissivity versus the estimated N(H2). The red line is the expected
(1/qHI) behavior, and the dashed line represents the median HI emissivity. (right) The
distribution of H2 emissivities.
and qH I . Neither the CO nor the dark gas emissivities show the same trend. For example,
qCO shows no correlation with N(H2 ), XCO, or WCO .
Figure 7.3 also shows the distribution of N(H2 ) for all the clouds. The molecular column
density peaks around 3.8×1020 cm−2 to 6.3×1020 cm−2, which shows that the clouds in this
survey are mostly small.
7.3 TS Values
In the following section, we will summarize the model definitions in Table 7.2. Table 7.3
lists the TS values for each model compared to the baseline model CODG. Each model
was fit separately to the data. The significance of gamma-ray emission from both CO and
dark gas is given as TSH2 by comparing model CODG to HI. The significance of gamma-
ray emission from the dark gas template is given as TSDG by comparing model CODG to
CO. The significance of gamma-rays from CO-emitting gas is given as TSCO by comparing
model CODG to model DG. Determining whether any gamma-ray emission comes from an
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Table 7.2: Model Definitions
Model Name Included Excluded Notes
CODG H I , CO, DG · · · · · ·
HI H I CO, DG · · ·
CO H I , CO DG · · ·
DG H I , DG CO · · ·
PS H I CO, DG Point source added.a
CODGPS H I , CO, DG · · · Point source added.a
nocld H I , CO, DG · · · Cloud removed from CO, DG.b
Description of the gamma-ray models analyzed and the ISM components included and
excluded from each model; DG is the dark gas template.
a Point source added at location of CO peak within the cloud.
b Only CO emitting region of cloud removed from dark gas template.
extended source is given as TSEX by comparing model CODG to model PS. We test for
contributions due to a background point source, presumably an AGN, given as TSAGN, by
comparing model CODG with model CODGPS. Finally, TSCLD shows the significance of
the molecular emission from the target cloud alone by comparing model nocld with model
CODG. The two models compared are illustrated in Figure 6.6. The figure shows that the
WCO emission has been removed from the target cloud for the nocld model. The same
region is also removed from the AV,res template. TSnocld represents the significance of the
gamma-ray emission from only the target cloud. A TS > 25 indicates a significant difference
between the two models tested.
In the control region, TSH2 = 1, indicating that we do not detect gamma-rays from
gas traced by CO or dark gas. A number of clouds have low TSH2 value, indicating little
to no gamma-ray emission from molecular gas, e.g., the group near Cloud 21. There are
also a number of regions where TSCO > TSDG, regions where TSCO < TSDG, and regions
where the two are comparable. Examples for each include Cloud 48, Cloud 71, and Cloud
83 respectively.
The majority of clouds (84) are significantly detected. Most clouds have TS ≈ 1000.
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Table 7.3: TS Values for Each Cloud
Cld Num l b TSH2 TSCO TSDG TSCLD TSEX TSAGN
1 4.2 35.5 1560 175 380 666 1210 33
2 5.6 36.5 1379 146 323 642 796 12
3 9.9 -28.4 466 9 366 15 438 79
4 11.6 36.3 758 13 346 14 750 18
5 36.4 -57.3 0 0 0 0 5 5
6 37.9 44.5 77 0 47 21 3 13
7 45.0 -36.4 7 6 0 7 1 34
8 56.9 -44.2 86 3 47 14 63 0
9 61.1 -34.1 5 0 3 1 0 2
10 66.8 -28.4 46 0 38 2 35 3
11 69.8 -30.8 31 3 16 0 27 28
12 71.8 -42.8 95 3 38 5 67 20
13 74.2 -49.0 56 2 24 0 55 42
14 90.8 38.2 19 1 7 9 18 52
15 91.6 -37.8 399 132 102 285 388 5
16 92.0 -30.4 898 76 240 27 882 6
17 92.7 36.5 22 1 7 6 22 54
18 93.9 -32.0 784 102 267 421 696 1
19 96.7 -29.7 873 23 441 0 870 53
20 101.9 -27.7 684 1 296 5 659 31
21 102.3 -60.2 4 0 4 0 70 45
22 102.3 -56.3 1 0 1 0 3 26
23 102.6 -28.9 649 0 362 3 639 10
24 103.2 -26.3 532 11 211 10 512 20
25 103.8 -39.2 87 0 54 1 68 1
26 103.8 -31.5 508 0 361 5 490 5
27 105.9 -38.5 93 8 33 7 74 19
28 108.7 -52.2 112 31 20 67 8 · · ·
29 109.5 -37.9 207 12 86 10 187 8
30 116.3 -44.8 77 1 58 1 72 3
31 117.6 -52.6 157 0 121 0 149 0
32 119.0 27.9 3000 1963 793 27 2994 48
33 122.5 30.5 3013 1279 770 9 2954 46
34 126.3 32.7 1933 410 573 28 1923 54
35 127.3 -69.9 16 4 9 7 12 0
36 131.4 -46.1 215 4 133 21 187 29
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Table 7.3: TS Values for Each Cloud
Cld Num l b TSH2 TSCO TSDG TSCLD TSEX TSAGN
37 134.7 -45.0 226 0 226 6 192 311
38 136.7 -68.5 29 8 3 19 26 27
39 142.0 35.3 464 13 256 16 421 73
40 143.0 38.3 395 28 190 87 326 126
41 145.6 -49.7 26 15 3 18 19 22
42 145.8 -39.3 91 0 86 0 86 156
43 146.8 40.5 529 529 432 6534 458 304
44 148.4 -49.8 29 13 8 2 29 9
45 148.4 -48.7 46 20 15 1 44 9
46 148.4 38.3 292 65 100 31 258 96
47 151.3 -38.4 1008 145 390 18 966 77
48 152.1 -25.3 7870 2206 122 2 7870 23
49 153.5 36.6 481 53 253 102 402 37
50 156.6 -45.1 175 0 151 0 172 30
51 158.1 -33.5 1616 277 152 1241 1239 153
52 159.9 -30.9 1665 469 58 0 1660 47
53 160.4 -35.3 1035 66 195 7 940 66
54 161.5 -35.9 956 59 232 13 939 72
55 161.6 -28.5 2916 1021 182 261 2916 38
56 163.4 -28.0 3327 948 137 0 3327 37
57 163.5 -43.5 451 80 308 0 451 13
58 164.8 -25.7 9377 2413 113 71 9377 37
59 166.4 -44.6 387 136 209 591 325 14
60 167.4 -26.3 2186 1294 245 21 2138 60
61 167.6 -44.2 635 103 355 19 618 8
62 167.6 -38.0 912 153 397 14 896 5
63 169.1 -45.7 293 112 83 0 281 8
64 170.3 -42.8 884 136 399 702 841 17
65 171.2 -35.9 962 183 257 43 836 150
66 171.5 -37.6 1031 244 293 341 665 121
67 172.1 -40.2 974 243 276 7 919 147
68 172.8 -36.4 852 228 186 382 750 70
69 173.3 -40.0 751 254 147 29 701 78
70 173.6 -41.6 590 198 124 32 561 4
71 175.2 -25.1 4507 1596 1752 1 4507 97
72 175.4 -38.8 392 223 22 3 386 40
73 177.3 -38.9 202 35 35 4 201 33
74 179.2 -29.1 2602 512 1375 13 2595 4
75 179.5 -25.7 3245 991 2162 1139 3082 23
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Table 7.3: TS Values for Each Cloud
Cld Num l b TSH2 TSCO TSDG TSCLD TSEX TSAGN
76 181.0 -27.3 2907 644 1534 717 2823 11
77 181.2 -28.5 2422 465 1227 5 2364 10
78 182.1 -30.9 1592 313 711 39 1591 87
79 184.6 -30.9 1159 392 365 325 1044 17
80 185.4 -34.6 792 414 77 68 735 19
81 186.4 -32.2 1038 431 241 902 10 · · ·
82 189.5 -36.5 1035 270 379 151 898 99
83 192.2 -26.6 955 26 793 1 955 90
84 206.7 -26.3 19658 2850 582 24 19657 16
85 211.0 -36.6 799 90 110 289 231 6
86 278.7 -33.3 102 54 40 21 102 14
87 280.9 -31.3 93 71 19 57 68 0
88 286.5 62.8 0 0 0 0 9 13
89 295.2 -36.4 26 10 14 7 22 0
90 300.7 -31.9 394 38 191 6 389 17
91 305.9 -34.1 743 165 298 15 671 6
92 308.6 -32.5 943 207 362 1081 848 3
93 314.0 -29.1 867 203 223 447 661 20
crtla 250 30 1 0 -1 · · · · · · · · ·
TS values for each cloud. The log(likelihood) for each model is compared to the baseline
model, which contains all diffuse templates. Thus, the TS value is related to the
significance of the named component, where a large TS indicates statistically significant.
(`, b) in degrees. a. Control region.
The distribution of TSH2 is shown in Figure 7.4. Most target clouds are not detected in
isolation, however, which is measured by TSCLD. Only 32 clouds were detected individually
with TSCLD > 25. Thus the H2 detected in most regions arises from the combination of
molecular gas across the entire region. The individual clouds may all be at different distances
from the Solar System, which biases the emissivity measurements.
We also compare the baseline model to one utilizing the Fermi standard Galactic diffuse
model. However, only one cloud in our survey had CO data from Dame et al. (2001) included
in the diffuse model (MBM 12). Therefore our models, which include CO, should more
accurately reflect the gas origin of the gamma-ray emission. Recall from Chapter 5 and
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Table 7.4: TS Values Description
TS Name Model Interpretation
TSH2 HI Significance of H2 across ROI.
TSCO CO Significance of CO across ROI.
TSDG DG Significance of dark gas across ROI.
TSCLD nocld Significance of H2 from target cloud
TSEX PS Has Fermi resolved the target cloud?
TSAGN CODGPS Is there a point source behind the target cloud?
Interpretation of TS values. Model listed is the model (see Table 7.2 for descriptions)
which is compared to the baseline model, CODG.
Figure 7.4: TSH2 (left) and TSCLD (rght) distributions for the target clouds. The vertical
line represents TS = 25, which is the TS cutoff for the 3FGL point sources catalog. These
show the number of regions in which molecular gas is detected significantly and the number
of regions in which the target cloud is detected independent from the background molecular
gas.
again in Section 7.1, the dust alone results in a poor fit to the data.
The regions where TSCO > TSDG are called CO dominated. This can be seen in Figure
7.5 as the area to the right of the gray shaded regions. In these clouds, the column density
is high enough for CO to be shielded from dissociating UV emission. The translucent phase
occupies a relatively small fraction of the molecular cloud. For regions where TSCO < TSDG,
seen towards the left of the gray shaded regions in Figure 7.5, the translucent phase occupies
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Figure 7.5: TSDG versus TSCO where the dots are colored by the peak N(H I ) from Table
6.1. The shaded regions represent the space where 1/x ≤ TSCO/TSDG ≤ x, where x = 2 or
5.
a larger proportion of the volume of the molecular cloud. Presumably, the majority of the
molecular gas has little or no associated CO. This indicator is may be somewhat misleading,
however, as TSCO and TSDG measure the significance of either CO or dark gas across the
entire ROI.
The data in Figure 7.5 are colored by N(H I ). All of the clouds with large N(H I ) are
clustered towards the upper right corner, and lie inside the shaded regions. The clouds
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Figure 7.6: Residual significance maps, smoothed with a 0.◦1 Gaussian kernel for Clouds 1,
42, and 51. Contours are WCO = 2.5 K km s
−1. There are no significant residuals near the
target clouds. Each image is labeled with the latitude and longitude of the center of the
image.
represented towards the left of the shaded regions do not have large N(H I ). The N(H I )
comes from a 2◦×2◦ region around the clouds, and thus indicated the state of the environment
around the cloud. A low N(H I ) around a cloud could indicate either a compact cloud in an
otherwise diffuse ISM or that dark gas extends far beyond the detectable CO boundaries of
the cloud.
7.4 Residual Maps
We established in Chapter 5, the likelihood values should not be the only criterion to evaluate
the fit of a model. Residual maps, calculated from Equation 5.4, show significant differences
between the data and model predictions. Three sample residual maps are shown in Figure
7.6. In the middle image, for example, there is a large red region on the left side of the region.
This could be some unmodeled diffuse source. Figure 7.6 shows a good representation of the
residual maps around the target clouds. There are few large deviations (> 2σ) between the
observed gamma-ray counts and the model. This indicates that our choice of τ353 to model
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Figure 7.7: Distribution of maximum residuals in each residual map (left) and the sum of
all residual map distributions (right). Units are in σ-significance.
the ISM is good, further verified by the study of ρ Ophiuchus in Chapter 5.
The residuals only rarely rise above 3σ. The majority of ROIs had residuals < 2σ. We
see this on the left of Figure 7.7. The right shows the distributions of the residual maps for
all clouds added together. It shows a relatively fat tail towards positive residuals. Across
all 93 ROIs, there are only 20 pixels with residuals > 4σ. Thus, these pixels are likely an
unmodeled point source in one or two ROIs.
The remaining residuals form a smooth, though skewed distribution. The skew suggests
that the model underpredicts the gamma-ray emission more than it overpredicts it. This
means that we may be missing some gas in the ISM tracers. Perhaps ionized gas plays a
larger role, especially near the intermediate star forming region Perseus, which is close to a
few ROIs. Maybe, we explored in Chapter 5, our dark gas tracer is not as effective in some
regions.
Note, unlike in Chapter 5, we did not create TS maps for any of the targets. Chapter 5
shows that residual significance maps contain more information than do TS maps. TS maps
cannot show places where the model overpredicts the gamma-ray flux.
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7.5 Gradients
7.5.1 Emissivity Gradients
We start searching for H I emissivity gradients towards the Galactic center. Previous Fermi
studies indicate a small negative gradient towards the Galactic anti-center, at the scale of
around 15% over 3 kpc (Ackermann et al. 2011a). Assuming a linear relationship, this
translates into about a 2.5% gradient, or a change from around 10−26 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 (H-
atom)−1 to 0.97×10−26 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 (H-atom)−1. These changes roughly agree with
predictions from 2-D GALPROP simulations (Strong et al. 2004). Effenberger et al. (2012)
predicts a fairly small gradient of up to 16% between 5 kpc and 7.9 kpc. Assuming a linear
gradient, and that it extends out to the Solar System’s location, this is equivalent to 2.5%
variation across the distances probed in our survey.
Other recent models (e.g., PICARD, Kissmann et al. 2015; Werner et al. 2015) consider
the 3-D Galactic structure, and allow for a larger gradient because the CR source distribution
should follow the sprial arms. They test multiple models for spiral arm structure and CR
source distribution. In Figure 1 of Werner et al. (2015), two models predict a 2%-8% variation
in CR sources. Figure 2 of Werner et al. (2015) shows the proton density assuming different
Galactic structure, including models with strong (about 10% variation) close to the Solar
System’s position.
The locations of our clouds, shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3 do not probe far enough from
the Solar System to favor one spiral arm model over another unless we assume that many
of the molecular clouds are part of a spiral arm. The clouds towards the Galactic anticenter
are towards the Orion spur, but it is not clear from this work whether any of the clouds are
associate with the Gould Belt or the Orion arm.
Figure 7.8 shows the H I emissivity in two different projections, where the red line repre-
sents the H I gradient towards the Galactic anti-center (Ackermann et al. 2011a), scaled to
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Figure 7.8: H I emissivity shown versus Galactocentric radius (left) and on the XY distribu-
tion of the clouds (right). The horizontal dashed line is the average qH I , the shaded region
represents the uncertainty on the mean, and the red line is an expected emissivity gradient
of 2.5%.
the values found in this study. The error bars shown only include statistical uncertainties.
When qH I is plotted against Galactocentric radius, the majority of clouds lie below 1×10−26
s−1 sr−1 MeV−1 (H-atom)−1, which is close to the values reported by the Fermi team (e.g.,
Abdo et al. 2009b). There is a group of clouds further from the Galactic center than the
Solar System with emissivity twice the average. These clouds are the black dots on the right
side in the third quadrant. The high emissivity clouds, shown as black dots, are primarily
found in the 2nd quadrant towards the lower right corner of the image. The 4th quadrant,
in the upper left corner, contains only smaller emissivities. However, there are only eight
clouds here (just 8% of the sample). We cannot make strong claims on potential gradients
because there are few clouds towards the Galactic center. Towards the Galactic center, in
the first and fourth quadrants, most of the clouds have fairly low emissivity. Further out,
the clouds have a slightly higher average value, but also a significantly larger variance.
In Figure 7.9, we rotate the X-axis by −45◦ to point to ` = 315◦ along the negative axis
and ` = 135◦ along the positive axis. This axis effectively bisects the groups of clouds in the
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Figure 7.9: The H I emissivity projected along a line rotated −45◦ from the X-axis (left)
and +45◦ from the X-axis (right). The red lines represent the median value inside the each
50 pc interval.
2nd quadrant. We project the H I emissivity against this new axis. We bin the data in 50
pc intervals and show the median value for each bin. A linear regression to these medians
agrees with a linear regression to the whole dataset, and shows a slight increase in qH I with
distance. When fitting to the medians, we changed the number of distance bins to check for
the robustness of the slope. The slope varied between 0.005 ∆qH I /pc to 0.01 ∆qH I /pc, each
with a regression coefficient of r2 < 0.01.
These fits, however, are biased due to the few numbers of clouds towards the Galactic
center at negative distances. If we exclude the six clouds closest to the Galactic center, the
slope becomes negative, which suggests that there is no variation in qH I . We also see qH I
projected on the orthogonal axis in Figure 7.9, one rotated +45◦ from the X-axis. The clouds
are much more symmetric around this axis and again show little trend. The same can be
said for the dark gas emissivity, which is not visualized here.
If we plot the emissivities against Z, we get zero trend again, as seen in Figure 7.11.
Again, the red lines represent the median emissivity in each distance bin. Most clouds have
Z < 0, and we see a large spread of emissivities both above and below the Solar System.
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Figure 7.10: (left): Clouds projected into the XY plane, colored by the CO emissivity ×106.
(right): CO emissivity plotted along the axis rotated −45◦ from the X-axis. The red lines
mark the median CO emissivity in each 50 pc distance interval.
Figure 7.11: H I emissivity (left) and CO emissivity (right) versus Z. The red lines represent
the median emissivity within the 50 pc distance bin.
There is no overall trend of qH I nor qCO with respect to either Z or |Z|.
qDG shows the same lack of trends. These hint at a large inherent spread of emissivities,
likely due to uncertainties in ISM modeling and fitting.
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Figure 7.12: The number of clouds with calculated X ′CO values (left) XCO values (right)
between 1019 and 1021 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1.
7.5.2 XCO Variations
The equations for the X-factors are given in Section 4.4. The median value for XCO =
1.53×1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1.
The left image of Figure 7.12 shows X ′CO, which can be directly compared to the X-factor
reported in other Fermi studies (e.g., Abdo et al. 2010a; Ackermann et al. 2012b), which
range between 0.5 and 2.0×1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1.
The distributions of XCO and X
′
CO are given in Figure 7.12. Most clouds lie between
XCO = 0.8×1020 and 1.8×1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1, with many clouds between 0.8×1020
and 1×1020 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1 and a significant tail towards higher values. The clouds in
this survey should not be near CR acceleration sites, so these high values of XCO indicate
improper background templates, improper fitting, or Equation 4.11 is incorrect. The results
from Chapter 5 suggest that the templates are not the problem, however our results do
not differentiate between the other alternatives. Analyzing the same clouds in gamma-rays
with different methodologies will help, and multiwavelength studies of the clouds can help
determine the molecular fraction of the dark gas and the N(H2 ) of each cloud.
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Table 7.5: XCO Calculations




1 4.2 35.5 0.73± 0.05 5.76± 0.48 3.04± 0.20
2 5.6 36.5 0.83± 0.07 9.84± 0.62 10.24± 0.64
3 9.9 -28.4 0.52± 0.20 6.60± 2.49 1.19± 0.33
4 11.6 36.3 0.59± 0.05 12.09± 0.90 2.52± 0.25
5 36.4 -57.3 0.33± 0.03 2.35± 0.29 0.66± 0.08
6 37.9 44.5 0.38± 0.04 4.33± 0.49 1.10± 0.11
7 45.0 -36.4 1.52± 0.44 11.32± 3.28 4.41± 1.10
8 56.9 -44.2 0.14± 0.07 9.52± 0.90 1.40± 0.21
9 61.1 -34.1 0.73± 0.21 9.17± 2.55 2.13± 0.49
10 66.8 -28.4 0.76± 0.14 2.98± 0.52 1.15± 0.16
11 69.8 -30.8 6.34± 0.79 4.72± 1.07 7.05± 0.82
12 71.8 -42.8 0.01± 0.00 7.72± 1.67 2.04± 0.55
13 74.2 -49.0 0.64± 0.09 3.16± 0.44 0.96± 0.12
14 90.8 38.2 0.61± 0.08 6.03± 0.82 1.51± 0.15
15 91.6 -37.8 0.09± 0.13 10.57± 0.75 1.00± 0.15
16 92.0 -30.4 157.61± 16.22 551.00± 59.17 233.40± 19.53
17 92.7 36.5 2.61± 1.47 12.65± 7.14 4.76± 1.92
18 93.9 -32.0 0.59± 0.13 3.83± 0.75 1.35± 0.21
19 96.7 -29.7 0.36± 0.05 2.22± 0.24 0.60± 0.06
20 101.9 -27.7 1.74± 0.60 31.25± 9.96 5.00± 1.23
21 102.3 -60.2 0.38± 0.00 1.60± 0.00 0.40± 0.01
22 102.3 -56.3 3.04± 3.73 58.91± 72.11 3.60± 3.80
23 102.6 -28.9 0.55± 0.08 2.25± 0.31 0.75± 0.08
24 103.2 -26.3 1.31± 0.18 3.52± 0.78 1.76± 0.21
25 103.8 -39.2 1.75± 0.76 49.34± 15.49 8.48± 2.31
26 103.8 -31.5 0.41± 0.15 3.02± 0.54 0.87± 0.18
27 105.9 -38.5 2.21± 1.42 12.32± 7.92 3.46± 1.64
28 108.7 -52.2 1.28± 1.11 4.94± 4.78 2.08± 1.36
29 109.5 -37.9 0.06± 0.02 3.07± 0.30 0.69± 0.15
30 116.3 -44.8 1.81± 0.59 7.75± 2.68 2.54± 0.64
31 117.6 -52.6 0.56± 0.79 18.84± 11.83 5.34± 3.22
32 119.0 27.9 1.43± 0.45 2.80± 0.93 1.86± 0.48
33 122.5 30.5 0.42± 0.06 1.21± 0.18 0.84± 0.10
34 126.3 32.7 0.37± 0.17 4.19± 1.42 1.29± 0.37
35 127.3 -69.9 0.33± 0.04 7.55± 0.51 1.13± 0.10
36 131.4 -46.1 2.22± 1.51 16.30± 11.06 3.53± 1.75
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Table 7.5: XCO Calculations




37 134.7 -45.0 0.02± 0.01 4.65± 3.46 0.36± 0.26
38 136.7 -68.5 0.04± 0.02 71.74± 30.16 21.92± 10.62
39 142.0 35.3 0.52± 0.10 8.03± 1.27 2.39± 0.41
40 143.0 38.3 0.01± 0.08 3.86± 0.62 0.55± 0.13
41 145.6 -49.7 0.54± 0.09 3.41± 0.54 0.73± 0.10
42 145.8 -39.3 0.46± 0.11 8.30± 1.20 1.45± 0.19
43 146.8 40.5 0.31± 0.05 5.48± 0.68 0.67± 0.07
44 148.4 -49.8 0.78± 0.93 23.08± 16.76 4.47± 2.92
45 148.4 -48.7 8.38± 100.93 29.32± 353.08 15.24± 130.43
46 148.4 38.3 0.37± 0.05 6.97± 0.51 1.30± 0.14
47 151.3 -38.4 0.78± 0.41 5.25± 2.85 1.16± 0.46
48 152.1 -25.3 0.56± 0.07 2.02± 0.25 0.70± 0.08
49 153.5 36.6 0.60± 0.32 3.35± 1.90 0.88± 0.36
50 156.6 -45.1 0.00± 0.00 1.36± 0.21 0.08± 0.02
51 158.1 -33.5 0.45± 0.04 4.12± 0.38 1.41± 0.10
52 159.9 -30.9 0.11± 0.14 0.19± 0.03 0.13± 0.14
53 160.4 -35.3 0.38± 0.14 4.39± 0.72 1.06± 0.18
54 161.5 -35.9 1.17± 0.18 8.27± 1.46 5.55± 0.90
55 161.6 -28.5 0.49± 0.10 8.58± 0.33 1.63± 0.20
56 163.4 -28.0 0.29± 0.03 2.82± 0.35 0.62± 0.07
57 163.5 -43.5 1.21± 0.07 4.29± 0.23 1.97± 0.18
58 164.8 -25.7 0.41± 0.41 8.28± 3.27 0.74± 0.44
59 166.4 -44.6 0.01± 0.01 13.49± 1.02 0.96± 0.11
60 167.4 -26.3 0.74± 0.43 7.89± 1.20 1.20± 0.43
61 167.6 -44.2 0.56± 0.07 1.59± 0.23 0.78± 0.09
62 167.6 -38.0 0.48± 0.08 3.61± 0.52 1.02± 0.13
63 169.1 -45.7 0.48± 0.08 3.29± 0.55 0.77± 0.10
64 170.3 -42.8 0.50± 0.55 2.47± 1.67 0.66± 0.56
65 171.2 -35.9 0.46± 0.05 1.80± 0.20 0.94± 0.10
66 171.5 -37.6 0.96± 0.19 11.22± 2.23 4.87± 0.89
67 172.1 -40.2 0.52± 0.07 4.99± 0.77 1.54± 0.22
68 172.8 -36.4 4.21± 5.58 4.81± 6.45 5.03± 5.69
69 173.3 -40.0 0.72± 0.15 7.68± 1.43 2.34± 0.42
70 173.6 -41.6 1.54± 0.59 7.73± 2.93 3.45± 0.96
71 175.2 -25.1 0.59± 0.08 1.84± 0.27 0.89± 0.11
72 175.4 -38.8 6.20± 8.09 30.27± 39.50 10.69± 10.02
73 177.3 -38.9 0.01± 0.00 6.61± 1.49 0.99± 0.25
74 179.2 -29.1 0.35± 0.22 2.10± 0.48 0.78± 0.26
75 179.5 -25.7 0.34± 0.19 2.20± 0.44 0.72± 0.21
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Table 7.5: XCO Calculations




76 181.0 -27.3 1.65± 0.75 13.57± 6.04 4.71± 1.59
77 181.2 -28.5 0.19± 0.95 24.20± 5.58 6.98± 2.00
78 182.1 -30.9 7.13± 3.46 42.96± 19.89 13.44± 4.55
79 184.6 -30.9 1.51± 0.59 0.16± 0.01 1.53± 0.59
80 185.4 -34.6 0.01± 0.00 0.17± 0.00 0.02± 0.00
81 186.4 -32.2 1.80± 0.43 19.64± 4.72 3.63± 0.63
82 189.5 -36.5 0.30± 0.09 9.03± 1.00 2.30± 0.29
83 192.2 -26.6 1.73± 0.59 2.21± 1.28 2.12± 0.64
84 206.7 -26.3 0.32± 0.10 14.27± 3.16 4.77± 1.00
85 211.0 -36.6 0.79± 0.80 64.69± 27.73 36.39± 15.37
86 278.7 -33.3 0.68± 0.38 4.48± 1.47 4.56± 1.35
87 280.9 -31.3 0.93± 0.08 7.08± 0.45 4.36± 0.26
88 286.5 62.8 0.46± 0.13 4.90± 0.58 0.75± 0.17
89 295.2 -36.4 1.51± 0.47 2.28± 0.56 1.79± 0.48
90 300.7 -31.9 0.89± 0.12 10.26± 1.45 2.37± 0.29
91 305.9 -34.1 4.77± 0.68 6.53± 1.04 7.22± 0.86
92 308.6 -32.5 0.01± 0.01 0.26± 0.33 0.03± 0.03
93 314.0 -29.1 0.57± 0.43 8.49± 3.21 2.67± 0.91
XCO values for each cloud.
(`, b) in degrees.
a Units: cm−2 (K km s−1)−1
b Units: cm−2 mag−1
c Units: cm−2 (K km s−1)−1
Ackermann et al. (2012b) reported also GALPROP simulations resulting in a radial
variation of the XCO factor of approximately 15%. This is due to metallicity effects (Israel
2000), where a lower metallicity reduces the amount of CO, thus increasing XCO. This is
similar to the effect of dark gas on XCO: CO can be destroyed in translucent regions of a
molecular cloud, increasing the H2 -to-CO ratio.
Figure 7.13 shows XCO in two projections. There is no evidence for a trend in any
direction. This holds for both X ′CO and XCO. However, these results also do not rule out
any gradients. Ackermann et al. (2012b) used a model which exhibits an approximately 10%
variation on XCO.
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Figure 7.13: XCO versus Galactocentric distance (left) and on the XY projection of the
clouds (right). The dashed line on the left represents the median XCO value and the red
triangles show clouds with XCO > 10
21 cm−2 (K km s−1)−1.
While the large variance may hinder our determination of cloud-to-cloud variations across
the Galaxy, XCO variations within a cloud only depends on the ratio betweenAV,res andWCO .
Across much of a cloud, especially outside the CO core, the limiting factor to determining
intracloud XCO variations is the detection of CO and dark gas.
Figure 7.14 shows a relatively clean example and a noisier example of an XCO map,
without uncertainties. The dark green represents a higher calculated XCO. For the left
image of Figure 7.14, the dark gas primarily clusters around the edge of the CO emitting
region of the cloud. This could represent the translucent layer of the molecular cloud. This
cloud is the MBM 53 – MBM 55 molecular cloud complex and has been the subject of recent
studies of dark gas (Fukui et al. 2015; Mizuno et al. 2016). XCO tends to be lower in regions
with significant CO emission.
The image on the right (Figure 7.14), however, does not seem to follow this trend. The
large molecular complex towards the northwest of this image is the Taurus Molecular Cloud
Complex. XCO increases slightly around the edges of Taurus, but increases significantly
around the molecular clouds to the east of Taurus. It is unclear, from this study, why this
is.
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Figure 7.14: XCO map centered on Cloud 14 and Cloud 71 on the left and right, respectively.
Both images have the same colorscale, where the darker green color represents a higher XCO,
implying more dark gas. The contours show WCO = 2.5 K km s
−1.
7.6 Survey Conclusions
This project aims to simultaneously measure the cosmic ray density and the gas and dust
properties close to the Solar System. The results can help constrain models of cosmic ray
propagation and reduce the uncertainties associated with foreground gamma-ray emission.
Molecular gas is correlated with star formation which, in turn, is correlated with cosmic
ray acceleration. However, both the transition layer between atomic and molecular gas, called
dark gas, and the distribution of CR sources are difficult to probe observationally. Diffuse
gamma-ray emission can simultaneously probe both the dark gas and the distribution of CR
as a result of the emision mechanisms. CR protons colliding with protons in the ISM result
in neutral pions, which decay into gamma-ray photons. Therefore both the density of gas
and the density of CR protons influence the gamma-ray flux. The Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope represents a vast improvement in sensitivity and spatial resolution for gamma-rays
at the energies at which pion decay is important.
Our study of ρ Oph shows inherent ambiguity in choosing ISM tracers. Only the H I
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tracer could satisfactorily capture low column density regions, and tracers for high column
density regions suffer from systematic uncertainties. These uncertainties are large enough to
significantly affect the fluxes of “confused” point sources in the 3FGL. There are correlations
between the column density tracers and the diffuse gamma-ray emission, and likelihood mod-
eling confirm these correlations. All tracers show some problems, in the form of structured,
significant deviations from the gamma-ray observations. However, the τ353 tracer performs
the best overall and has well understood systematics. We, therefore, use τ353 in further
studies of diffuse gamma-ray emission.
We perform a CO-selected survey of 93 target clouds. We model the ISM with four
components: low-velocity H I , high velocity H I , CO, and dark gas. The clouds cover a wide
range of Galactic longitudes and lie within 270 pc of the Solar System and provides a baseline
on which to try to find CR gradients.
7.6.1 CR Gradients
There are two confused point sources within L1688 that are not detected when different
ISM templates are fit to gamma-ray observations. Despite the uncertainties L1688, and the
handful of B stars in the vicinity, is not a current source of CRs. Nor is MBM 12, a site of
low-mass star formation, a source of high energy cosmic rays.
The emissivities appear to be uniform, however, the variance is very large. The variance
was larger than any physically relevant CR gradient predicted by recent 2D or 3D simula-
tions of CR. Therefore, we cannot distinguish between combinations of CR model parameters
which result in CR gradients less than approximately 15%. High latitude clouds may pro-
vide a significant source of gamma-ray photons in certain locations on the sky, but they
are not detected at high enough precision to differentiate between most cosmic ray source
distributions.
The emissivity variance is high even in cases where the clouds lie within the same ROI,
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as illustrated in Figure 6.4. This high variance is likely due to the ISM which lies outside
of the ROI, which affects both the determination of the dark gas template as well as the
gamma-ray fit because of the large point spread function. This supports the usual Fermi
recommendation to use as large a ROI as possible. However, the Fermi analysis treats
the gas uniformly, and thus makes the study of intercloud gas variability with gamma-ray
observations more difficult.
Within the same cloud, there is no correlation between qH I and either qCO or qDG. This
suggests that the CR flux is the same in every ISM phase. There is a hint of reduced qH I with
higher N(H2 ) in Figure 7.3, which likely shows correlations between model components and
derived quantities. The large variance hides any potential CR penetration problem, which
would be seen as a departure from the expected behavior.
Gamma-ray fitting can constrain any gradient much more precisely by including molecular
clouds closer to the Galactic plane, especially with accurate distances measurements. TeV
observations may help add more clouds to a study of diffuse gamma-ray emission, but most
TeV-bright molecular clouds are interacting with supernova remnants and are not quiescent.
The isolated molecular clouds are difficult to study due to low TeV flux and difficulties
separating the background CR from gamma-rays (Aharonian et al. 2001; Berge et al. 2007).
7.6.2 Cloud Chemistry
Gamma-ray observaions can determine separate conversion factors between WCO and N(H2)
and AV,res and N(H2), assuming that the atomic and molecular phases of the ISM have the
same CR flux. There is no evidence for a spatial gradient in XCO. The variance and
uncertainties in the data hide any potential spatial variation.
In general, the amount of dark gas depends on which ISM tracer is used and the method
of fitting the tracers. The method of finding XCO, as oppsosed to X
′
CO as reported in previous
Fermi studies, allows for direct comparison to previous studies. It also allows for an XCO
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map to be constructed from the tracers, as shown in Figure 7.14. The XCO map can provide
relative and qualitative comparison to models, but the exact values must be found with
another method. The map qualitatively agrees with model predictions (e.g., Wolfire et al.
2010) where the periphery of the cloud has higher XCO, but is sensitive to the choice of dark
gas tracer.
The XCO from these gamma-ray fits have a large variance and treat the molecular gas
throughout the ROI uniformly, which often contains other molecular clouds. A way around
this is to include separate ISM templates for every molecular cloud (Remy et al. 2015). This
may not overfit the data too much because the spatial separation between many molecular
clouds make the model components effectively independent. However, the boundaries be-




In this thesis, we consider the local CR density and possible variations. Density variations
of CRs contains information about distribution of their sources, which are the deaths of high
mass stars. Previously, only direct measurements of CR density at the Earth and large,
kiloparsec scale measurements have been made throughout the Galaxy with gamma-ray
observations. Only a few small-scale, localized measurements throughout the Galaxy had
been attempted. These localized measurements require a target significantly more dense than
the ambient ISM in order to be distinguished from foreground and background gamma-ray
emission. The previous localized measurements were taken in the direction of a handful of
giant molecular clouds.
However, Torres et al. (2005) predicted that even smaller molecular clouds should be
resolved in gamma-rays by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. To be visible, these
clouds must be fairly close to the Solar System. If resolved, these clouds would probe the
CR density in the Solar neighborhood. Any observed variations in the CR density would
help constrain CR propagation parameters, which depend on the interstellar environment,
and constrain the distribution of CR sources.
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8.1 Calibrating ISM Tracers
Diffuse gamma-rays are emitted when a CR proton collides with a proton in the ISM. The
collision may result in a neutral pion, which decays almost immediately into two gamma-ray
photons. This means the gamma-ray flux is proportional to the product of the CR density
and the ISM density. Thus, in order to constrain the CR density, we need to know the
distribution of the ISM as accurately as possible.
Current methods of tracing the ISM include observations of H I and H II for the atomic
components and observations of CO, thermal dust emission, or dust extinction for the re-
maining components. However, each of these tracers have known issues and cannot be used
to trace the full ISM. H I , for example, is usually assumed to be optically thin. Any self-
absorption causes the H I emission to underestimate N(H I ). Dust emission depends crucially
on the dust-to-gas ratio and the dust emission properties. CO does not trace all H2 , since
there are regions where CO gets dissociated but H2 does not.
We compare four ISM tracers to gamma-ray emission to identify where each tracer fails:
τ353, NICER and NICEST, Dobashi DSS, and Dobashi 2MASS. τ353 is the optical depth
of thermal dust emission at 353 GHz, NICER and NICEST are algorithms which use near
infrared color excess, Dobashi 2MASS is a similar color excess technique, and Dobashi DSS
uses optical star counts to trace the ISM. This requires the CR density to be constant across
the target area. Previous observations (e.g., Ackermann et al. 2012c; Ade et al. 2015a) suggest
that CRs penetrate all the way through even the densest of molecular clouds. Furthermore,
we strutinize a small region. We analyze the ρ Ophiuchi molecular cloud complex due to the
proximity, which ensures a high gamma-ray flux and that it covers a large area on the sky.
In addition, the cloud has regions of high density (AV > 30 mag) and hot B stars, which
affect the dust extinction tracers and dust emission tracers, respectively. It thus represents
a good laboratory to compare four different ISM tracers to the gamma-ray emission.
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The results of likelihood fits between each tracer and the gamma-ray data suggest that
none of these tracers can trace the entire ISM simultaneously. However, an H I template plus
these tracers do reproduce the gamma-ray emission with a handful of problem areas. τ353
performs the best across the entire region. Close to ρ Oph, τ353 underpredicts the gamma-ray
emission around the B star ρ Ophiuchus. Thus, τ353 underpredicts the column density here,
likely because the B star is heating the dust in the region. It is not clear why the other B
stars in the region do not have similar effects on τ353. It also overpredicts the gamma-ray
emission at L1689, though performs well at L1688, which is forming higher mass stars than
L1689.
NICER underpredicts the gamma-ray emission at L1688. This is expected because there
are few stars in the near infrared at the high extinction regions like L1688. The only stars
that are visible are in front of the molecular cloud, or have an especially clear line-of-sight.
NICEST attempts to correct for this bias by normalizing by the number of stars in each
pixel. NICEST performs well in L1688. Both of these tracers have trouble away from the
molecular cloud, potentially due to different stellar populations in these regions. Dobashi
DSS severely underpredicts the gamma-ray emission at moderate and high extinctions. This
is expected, as stars are not visible in the optical regime at moderate extinctions. Dobashi
2MASS does not trace low and moderate extinction tracers well. It performs well at relatively
high extinctions, though not at very high extinction regions like in L1688.
In the end, we chose a combination of H I and τ353 to trace the ISM. It performs the best
overall and the problem areas can be avoided by considering regions away from the Galactic
plane.
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8.2 Probes of Local CR Density
With a handle on the ISM, we finally turn towards determining the CR density close to the
Solar System. We focus on molecular clouds at high Galactic latitudes. This ensures that
the clouds are nearby and that they are far from hot stars and potential sources of CRs.
This avoids most of the systematics in τ353, making this tracer even more effective at tracing
the ISM. Our ISM tracers include H I and τ353. This time, however, we choose to trace
the molecular gas with two components: CO-bright-H2 as traced by CO and CO-faint-H2 ,
the dark gas, traced by τ353. To create the dark gas template, we remove the H I and CO
contributions to the dust emission via a least-squares regression.
We selected 93 regions from the Planck all sky CO survey with 25◦ ≤ |b| ≤ 70◦ and
measured the gamma-ray flux per proton, or emissivity, from all components which trace the
ISM. The emissivity reflects the CR density. For the same column density, a high gamma-
ray flux implies a high CR density because each proton will experience a higher rate of
CR collisions. Our report focused on the H I emissivity to compare directly to previous
measurements and because the variation is smaller than the variation seen in the other
emissivities. The CO and dark gas emissivities are more localized, because molecular clouds
are small, with relatively well defined boundaries. But because molecular gas covers a smaller
fraction of the sky than H I , the significance is lower and the uncertainty is larger.
The H I emissivities show zero variation in the Solar neighborhood. This is expected,
considering the high variance, because some CR propagation models predict just a 2.5%
variation in the Solar neighborhood. The uncertainty on the mean is 38%.
8.3 Future Work
Gamma-ray emission from molecular clouds represents a significant source of gamma-rays,
even at high Galactic latitudes. Observations of diffuse gamma-ray emission can provide a
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unique view of the ISM and CR physics. The observations are limited by (a) photon flux and
(b) background models. New missions are being developed (e.g., GAMMA400) which will
supplement observations from the Fermi LAT, and TeV observations will help determine
the physics of CR acceleration and propagation.
TeV observations can help determine the sources of CRs and the propagation of CRs into
molecular clouds just pc from the CR sources or in regions of concentrated CR accelerators
(e.g., the Galactic center). New TeV observatories, such as the Cherenkov Telecope Array,
will improve sensitivity such that giant molecular clouds ≈ 1 kpc from the Solar System may
be detectable (Pedaletti et al. 2013). Nearby molecular clouds and molecular clouds with
M < 105M will still be undetectable by TeV telescopes in the near future.
The first, and most direct, extension of the work performed in Chapter 5 is to analyze
more clouds, including revisiting the giant molecular clouds previously studied by Fermi .
This would include all clouds predicted by Torres et al. (2005). A larger sample would cover a
wider variety of environments and identify more problem areas. In addition, the gamma-ray
observations can be used to identify regions for follow-up observations. Follow-up studies
of problem areas would help astronomers understand the physics behind the systematics of
each tracer. For example, why does the star ρ Ophiuchus affect τ353 significantly, but the
other nearby stars (22 Sco, σ Sco, HD147889, and L1688 S1) do not. And why does τ353
overpredict the column density at L1689 but not L1688 – does the B star L1688 S1, which
is embedded in L1688, heat the dust in L1688, thus canceling out the overprediction due to
the high density? Or is L1689 a special region? There are a number of 1.1mm point sources
in L1689 and comparably fewer in L1688.
Studies such as the Planck satellite, Pan-STARRS, and Gaia (Schlafly et al. 2014b)
all help determine the structure and properties of the ISM which, in turn, improve the
sensitivity of the Fermi analysis. No single tracer effectively traces the entire ISM, so a
better understanding of gas properties can point to the best combination of ISM tracers to
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recover the diffuse gamma-ray observations. In addition, the templates used in the gamma-
ray models are split according to radial velocity, as opposed to distance, or the entire line-
of-sight emission is grouped into a single template. The new distances and 3D extinction
maps from Pan-STARRs and Gaia will allow for analysis of diffuse gamma-ray emission
significantly closer to the Galactic plane through more accurate ISM templates, though the
Galactic center will remain a complicated region. Because a large fraction of the systematic
uncertainty in the gamma-ray modeling comes from uncertainty in gas properties (e.g., H I
spin temperature), this will serve to reduce some of the large systematic uncertainties in the
gamma-ray modeling.
Other methods for determining the dark gas templates will also reduce systematic un-
certainties on the estimate of H2 column density and XCO. The most common method of
tracing dark gas involves a least-squares fit between AV and N(H I ) plus WCO . This au-
tomatically biases the fit because (a) the mean residual is assumed to be zero and (b) the
distribution of residuals is forced to be approximately symmetric around the mean. Tibaldo
et al. (2015) starts to get away from these issues by adding a constant offset and using an
iterative fitting procedure, described in Chapter 4. Removing these biases will reduce the
systematic uncertainties on qDG and subsequent results.
Different methods of looking at gamma-ray data will further improve the precision of the
findings. Methods can be as simple as filtering the raw data into a custom data class to
minimize the point spread function (Portillo & Finkbeiner 2014) by selecting only photons
with well determined arrival directions. This filtered data can help resolve ISM features
and differentiate components in gamma-ray models. Other methods can include more com-
plicated analyses of existing data classes such as likelihood fitting assuming non-Poisson
statistics (Zechlin et al. 2016), wavelet decomposition (McDermott et al. 2016) and pseudo-
information field theory decomposition (Selig et al. 2015), the use of probabilistic catalogues
(Portillo & Daylan, priv. comm.), and the application of a generalized linear model to Fermi
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data (Lenz, priv. comm.)1.
The more advanced analysis techniques can reveal the nature of some diffuse emission
(e.g., excess emission at the Galactic center) and more efficiently compare different back-
ground models. The decompositions purport to extract the spatial extent and spectral shape
of diffuse gamma-ray emission. With the deconvolution step (Selig et al. 2015), diffuse emis-
sion tracers may not even require the creation of the computationally expensive source maps,
in which the Fermi point spread function and instrument response functions are convolved
with the gamma-ray model. The probabilistic catalogues can outline the extent of the diffuse
emission and potentially automatically compare a number of diffuse emission models at once.
This may be useful when comparing a large number of simulated CR propagation models
and/or ISM structure models made possible with new data from Gaia and new simulations
from GALPROP, DRAGON, and PICARD.
A more comprehensive survey around the Galaxy would only reduce the uncertainties
if discrete clouds are identified, and accurate distances are calculated. A recent survey by
Reach et al. (2015) identifies H I clouds with dark gas. These clouds may serve the same
purpose as the molecular clouds in our survey: provide a target for CRs to probe the CR
population in a relatively localized region.
With improved systematics and additional targets, a local CR gradient may yet be de-
tected with Fermi data. High energy gamma-ray data can probe the local CR density and
constrain the distribution of CR sources.
1The generalized linear model has been applied to compare H I data to far infrared emission to look for
molecular gas (Lenz et al. 2016).
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